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Abstract
Hurricane Irma that landed on Sint Maarten in 2017 had an enormous impact on the society and
population. Within the disaster research domain often a binary between men and women is used to
understand the gendered impact. However this binary neglects background factors that are inherent to
one‟s experience. This study focuses on women‟s intersectional lived experiences and their
vulnerability, resilience and agency reality before, during and after Hurricane Irma that are embedded
in the broader context of gendered relations as well as the disaster management practices in Sint
Maarten. Through interviews with a diverse group of women (n=16) and interviews with NGOs and
governmental actors (n=10) it is argued that women do not recognize themselves as being vulnerable
in a disaster and show self-reliability, which indicates that women should not be seen as helpless
victims but as people with agency. Moreover, women cannot be generalized and background factors
play a role in one‟s experience. Especially social and financial capital mediates women‟s experience of
a hurricane. Within this research the intersection of gender and race (except when one is
undocumented) did not seem significant to one‟s experience. Nonetheless it can be argued that
women‟s traditional roles, such as child- and/or house care in society bring an extra pressure to
dealing with the hurricane. Furthermore, disaster management practices in Sint Maarten display a gap
in focusing on the specific needs of men and women in times of a hurricane which calls for an
integrated gender-mainstreaming approach.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Problem description
With hurricanes being a regular phenomenon in the Caribbean it is not a surprise that on the 6th of
September 2017 Hurricane Irma, made landfall on the island of Sint Maarten. Bradshaw and Fordham
1

(2015) highlight that a disaster is a gendered event and is thus experienced differently by men and
2

women . Gender here refers to the socially constructed characteristics and roles of women and men in
society. It would therefore seem logical that gender issues are a key disaster policy concern. Still,
gender is often excluded from most of the disaster policy. Despite a recognition in the social sciences
that there is a gendered dimension in any social event, a significant proportion of disaster planning
and management overlooks gender (Cupples, 2007). Within the realm of gender and disaster,
evidence of studies suggest that women are more likely to be hurt or killed and have lower coping
capacities during disasters (Neumayer & Plümper, 2007; Pittaway, Bartolomei & Rees, 2007; Sultana,
2010; World Health Organisation, 2019). Moreover, gender inequality in disaster increases violence
against women, women have a lack of access to material and non-material resources and
opportunities, and a lack of decision making over one‟s health. This all while women do have the
highest burden in the so called „‟economy of care‟‟, relating to security of people, survival, childcare
and so on. These vulnerabilities however are not the result of the disaster itself or the assumption of
women being weaker, but arise due to pre-existing social gendered inequalities (Moreno & Shaw,
2018). The social construction of a disaster is thus also a foundational concept in the sociology of
disasters (Luft, 2016). Enarson states there is ‟‟nothing „natural‟ about what we call disasters: disasters
are fundamentally social events with long histories deeply rooted in human, economic, social,
environmental and political choices about human and environmental development” (Enarson, 2010
p.15 in Luft, 2016). Environmental change is already associated with health consequences such as
mental health problems (Kim, Kabir & Jahan, 2014), and gender inequality can exacerbate this as it is
a determinant for health (World Health Organisation, 2008).
3

In patriarchal societies , women and girls are generally affected by the perception of them being
dependent, physically and emotionally weak, and inferior to men and boys. These pre-established
views trickle down to women being seen as passive and incapable victims in disaster (Enarson &
Chakrabarti, 2009). However, the growing literature stresses the importance of going beyond these
persisting stereotypes of women in disaster. To name an example, women often play a crucial role „‟as
first responders in natural disasters‟‟ (Standing, Parker & Bista, 2016, p.189). Furthermore, women
are often actively involved in a crisis period, in which they help with delivering food and other supplies

1

„‟Disasters are recognized within the humanitarian and development sectors as situations that involve a major and widespread disruption to life
in a community or society, from which most people are not able to recover without assistance from others, often from outside that community or
society. They typically involve widespread loss of life, infrastructure and other assets, and impact on people‟s wellbeing, security, health and
livelihoods. Some disaster impacts are immediate and others can be exacerbated by the way people react to the situation and attempt to recover
from it‟‟ (Turnbell, Sterrett & Hilleboe, 2013, p.2). Here it is important to note that a natural disaster, such as a hurricane, is not inherently
dangerous or disastrous. The disastrous effects, as mentioned before, emerge on groups of people who hold fewer resources and social capital.
The manifestation of the social relationships is predetermined due to sociocultural factors (Banford, 2015).
2
3

This research recognizes that gender is not a binary, and trans/non-binary people are recognized here.
A patriarchal society is a system of male dominance.
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(Enarson, Fothergill & Peek, 2007), and they play a major role in securing water, food and shelter
during and after a disaster. Yet, women still tend to be marginalised, even though they hold vital
knowledge and capacity for reducing risks. Their strengths are often ignored in policy decisions that
are related to mitigation and recovery (Enarson & Chakrabarti, 2009). Disaster management for relief
and recovery are significantly important because disasters are by definition situations where local
coping capacity is exceeded and external assistance is required, often from within the country itself.
Alongside governmental efforts, NGOs often provide short term relief efforts as well as participation in
long term recovery (Clarinval & Hunt, 2014). Regarding the management of a disaster, it is historically,
and often remains, a male dominated sector (United Nations, 2007). Societal roles of men in society
become the benchmark for disaster risk reduction, while, as mentioned earlier, men and women have
different roles in society, and are thus impacted differently, for which they need different help. This
results in denial of benefits and worsens women‟s social and economic status. Furthermore, the
majority of women generally experience more health issues than men, and there are cases of women
needing to conform to social and cultural expectations which have negative implications for their
survival (World Health Organisation, 2002). Thus, the gendered impact of a disaster causes women to
become more susceptible to harm and thus more vulnerable in that sense, while simultaneously their
resilience and agency becomes evident through their caring and responsible roles during a disaster.
Gender mainstreaming is an approach to overcome this as takes needs across gender into account,
which will be further explained in chapter 3.
Until the 1990s, no research had been conducted that thoroughly considered the link between gender
and disaster. Attention for gender in disaster is crucial to the improvement of disaster responses, but
there is a danger of oversimplifying how gender shapes vulnerabilities or strengths of men and women
(Cupples, 2007). Having established that gender is seen as one of the factors that determine how
someone is affected by disaster, research often adopts a simplistic dichotomy of men and women,
causing generalisations. Other factors such as class, sexuality, religion, nationality, race, ethnicity, age
and „‟contextual elements such as deep rooted inequalities, patterns of marginalisation, and unequal
power relations, that amplify, or reduce the experience of disaster for particular groups of women and
men‟‟ are excluded (Fordham & Ketteridge, 1998 and Enarson et al., 2006 in Ajibade, et al., 2013,
p.1715). These mediating factors taken together also go by the concept intersectionality, which will be
further explained in chapter 3. Including these everyday mediating factors in gender research will help
understand how vulnerability, resilience and agency of women and men are shaped. Simply put,
vulnerability refers to the susceptibility to harm, resilience to the ability to adapt and cope with adverse
effects of a disaster, and agency to the capacity of individuals to act independently (Ajibade et al.,
2012; Lazrus, Morrow, Morss & Laz, 2012). Mainstreaming gender into disaster policies offers ways to
reduce the gendered impact of disaster, and taking it a step further, intersectional gender
mainstreaming can offer insight into the diverse needs of men and women. Benefits of this approach
recognise, among other things, the differentiated vulnerability, resilience and agency of people,
integrates power structures, and provides a more nuanced understanding of gender (Chaplin et al.,
2019).
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1.2 Problem definition
This current exploratory qualitative research is framed within the broader Gender and Development
4

5

(GAD) paradigm and makes an effort to elucidate women‟s experience in disaster and environmental
change. This research focuses on the case of Hurricane Irma in Sint Maarten. To summarize, women
in disaster are often seen as just vulnerable victims with no resources instead of resourceful agents.
This is worrisome not only because it denies they have any form of agency and resilience, it also
overlooks their actual needs. When gender is included in disaster research planning and
management, a binary perspective is often used, which causes generalisations about men and
women, in which gender is isolated from race, ethnicity, religion, power structures, and so on. This
obscures differences between individuals. This deeper layer where other factors than gender,
contextual elements and power structures come into play enables us researchers to better understand
how gender intersects with other factors, and thus also the lived experience of a disaster such as
Hurricane Irma. The more prominent disadvantaged position of women implies the call for more
6

explicit attention .

1.3 Research objective and aim
The objective of this study is to understand and get insight in the everyday lived experiences of
women in Sint Maarten who were affected by Hurricane Irma by understanding how they perceive,
manage and recover from disaster, applying the key concepts of vulnerability, resilience and agency,
and how this translates into their subjective well-being. At the time of the writing of this research, the
researcher has not found other papers on the gendered impact of a disaster in the context of Sint
Maarten. The aim of the research has scientific, practical and societal implications. This research will
add to the growing body of literature on the global gender in disaster research domain by shedding
light on different women‟s lived experiences, which in turn can inform and incentivise policy making
and disaster management planning to become more sensitive to differences and increase gender
equality and well-being. The small amount of literature on this topic in the Caribbean as well as the
limited use of an intersectional perspective in the domain of gender and disasters gives rise to the
importance of this current study. Moreover, this awareness of the gendered component in disaster
becomes especially relevant as disasters are already impacting people‟s lives tremendously, and with
climate change disasters are likely to exacerbate (Sultana, 2010).

4

The GAD paradigm “moves away from women as a universal category and objects of change and introduces the concept of gender as complex
power relations shaping peoples‟ lives, including development‟‟ (Davids, van Driel & Parren, 2014, p. 398) and “GAD involves empowerment of
women and, although receiving less attention, that of (marginalised) men”(Davids, et al., p. 398).
5

In this research, a woman is someone who identifies as female

6

It is important to stress that gender often wrongly becomes a synonym for „women‟, in which men‟s individual issues are neglected in the
process of disaster risk reduction. Even though this research will focus on women, men, just like women, should be able to be engaged in being
agents of change to be able to push the gender-based boundaries in disaster discourse, for example by empowering both men and women as
participants in community decision-making (Enarson & Chakrabrati, 2009). Nonetheless, it is generally women‟s needs in particular that are
overlooked when it comes to the relief and recovery process, and their capacities and skills are not seen as a valuable source for emergency
planning and management (Enarson & Chakrabrati, 2009).
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Main objective
Understand and get insight in the realities of well-being of different women from Sint Maarten through
their lived experiences of Hurricane Irma
Main aim
Add to the growing body of literature on the global gender in disaster research domain by shedding
light on women‟s differential experiences; inform and incentivise policy making and disaster
management planning to become more sensitive to differences and increase gender equality, which
in turn can add to the well-being of people.

1.4 Research question
This research studies the disaster case of Hurricane Irma that made landfall on Sint Maarten on the
6th of September in 2017. This research is two-fold in the sense that it will explore how gendered
power relations and intersecting factors shape the lived experiences of women, with regards to
perceiving, managing and recovering from disaster, using the concepts of vulnerability, resilience,
agency, as well as illuminating on the disaster management processes in order to understand if and
how gender was taken into account for Hurricane Irma. Collectively this knowledge will provide an
illustration of women‟s well-being and how this is reworked through the disaster process and the wider
structural gender relations. This research aims to answer the following research question (RQ):
Research question
What do the lived experiences of women from Sint Maarten who got affected by Hurricane Irma and
the disaster management reveal about their realities of well-being, in terms of vulnerability, resilience
and agency?
Themes




Intersectionality in lived experiences
(Historically rooted) gendered relations in Sint Maarten
Disaster management and gender mainstreaming

The first theme aims to cover how intersectionality plays a role in women‟s vulnerability, resilience and
agency in times of a disaster. The second theme aims to cover the (historical) gendered social
relations in Sint Maarten. This theme is undeniably relevant to understand the social and gendered
impact of Hurricane Irma. The last theme aims to gain understanding in how the disaster management
practices for Hurricane Irma in Sint Maarten included gender (or not). This research assumes the
disaster management practices are an integral component of one‟s experience of a hurricane. All of
these three themes will provide a holistic description of the lived experiences of women, and how their
well-being got impacted by it.

1.5 Reading guide
This report will continue by setting the scene with further introduction about Sint Maarten, Hurricane
Irma, the known disaster management in the Caribbean and its inclusion of gender, and historical
information on gendered relations in the Caribbean known so far in the literature to date. These latter
14

two topics have seemingly little available information and will therefore be further explored in the
research itself because they are significant for the contextual scope of this research. Followed by this
further introduction section, the theoretical framework and relevant concepts which serve as a guide
for this research will be introduced and explained. Then, the methodology will be eluded after which
the results will be presented. Lastly the report ends with a discussion and conclusion of the findings as
well as recommendations for further research and practical implications.
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2. Further introduction
This chapter will further illuminate the topic of this research by specifying macro to micro situations
considered relevant. It starts with a general description of Sint Maarten and Hurricane Irma, followed
by disaster management and gender in the Caribbean, and lastly the known literature about gender
relations in the Caribbean and Sint Maarten is specified.

2.1 Sint Maarten and Hurricane Irma
Sint Maarten is a tropical island located in the northeast part of the Caribbean Sea. The island is
divided into two parts: the northern part, called Saint-Martin (53 km2), is part of an overseas collectivity
of France, and the southern part, called Sint Maarten (34 km2), which since 2010 is an autonomous
country within the Kingdom of the Netherlands (Rijksoverheid, 2014). The population of the Dutch side
of the island is currently at 42.500, of which 94% is urban (Worldometers, 2019). The Kingdom of the
Netherlands is responsible for foreign relations, defence, and Dutch nationality. For other sectors Sint
Maarten decides their own policy (e.g. for healthcare, tourism and employment) (Rijksoverheid, n.d.).
Due to Sint Maarten‟s geographic location (Figure 1 and 2), the Caribbean belt, the island is exposed
to hurricanes regularly. The hurricane season starts in June and ends in late November, with the
period of August and September having the highest water temperature causing a peak in storm
activity. The destruction is typically country wide, due to the island‟s relatively small size (Sint Maarten
National Recovery and Resilience Plan, 2018). Two weeks after category 5 Hurricane Irma, Hurricane
Maria made landfall and caused further damage, but not as bad as Hurricane Irma. Before Hurricane
Irma (2017), Lenny (1999) and Luis (1995), both category 4, hit Sint Maarten.

Figure 1. Geograhpic location of Sint Maarten
(red pin, (Google Maps, n.d.)

Figure 2. Map of Sint Maarten (Wikipedia, 2006)

With a category 5 intensity, Hurricane Irma is the strongest hurricane on record in the Atlantic Basin
(National Hurricane Center, 2018), and was a huge disrupter for the economy and society of Sint
Maarten (see Figure 3). During Hurricane Irma about 90% of the houses were damaged or collapsed,
and the infrastructure, including harbours and airports, on the island were partly to completely out of
order (Instituut Fysieke Veiligheid, 2018). Both the residential areas and the hotel properties were
16

brought to ruins, and in the aftermath only 20% of the hotel rooms were still available for use (New
Yorker, 2018). The total damages and losses were estimated at U.S. $2.7 billion, and $2.3 billion is
required for the recovery and resilience interventions over the next seven years (Sint Maarten National
Recovery and Resilience Plan, 2018). The death toll due to Hurricane Irma at St. Maarten was four
and 150 people were injured. This number might be higher because undocumented people often live
in areas that have the biggest evacuation needs (Barnhusen & Hofgartner, 2018), but are most likely
not considered in this number since they are not registered. From the known casualties and injured
people it is unknown how many were men or women (Rijksoverheid, 2017; Instituut Fysieke Veiligheid
2018).

Figure 3. The moment Hurricane Irma’s eye passed over Sint Maarten (Live Science, 2017).

2.2 Disaster management and gender in the Caribbean
Disaster management is defined by the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies (IFRC) as „‟the organization and management of resources and responsibilities for dealing
with all humanitarian aspects of emergencies, in particular preparedness, response and recovery in
order to lessen the impact of disasters.‟‟ (IFRC, n.d.). The United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) compiled research undertaken in the Caribbean area to understand the difference between
men and women in their ways of experiencing managing and adapting to risks in the Caribbean area
due to their socially prescribed roles. They found that the work that women do is often valued less or
seen as supplementary compared to the role of men because the assumption lies that a man needs to
provide for their family. However, many households in the Caribbean are female-headed. In Sint
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Maarten specifically 38.7% of all households are female-headed households (UNDP, 2009; World
Bank, 2019). It is however unclear which definition of female headed households is used here, it could
relate to the highest income generator or a female-only household, the latter being generally more
common. When discussing the differential vulnerability, men were seen as vulnerable because they
sought to protect their house (among other things), and for women the sexual violence in shelters
emerged as a theme (UNDP, 2009). The research by the UNDP showed that the most commonly cited
vulnerable groups were people living in flood prone or low lying areas, on hillsides, or those living in
precarious housing, and lastly the poor. According to the World Bank (2019) about 27% of Sint
Maarten‟s households live below the minimum income wage of US$850, which comes down to 3762
households. The UNDP understood these aforementioned responses in such a way that the disaster
management organisation in the Caribbean did not consider the specific needs of men and women as
necessary (UNDP, 2009). The UNDP (2009) finds this worrisome: therefore they urge to promote
gender mainstreaming and gender-sensitive interventions in the Caribbean.
Another report by the UNDP (2012) on gender in disaster in the Caribbean area delineates why
gender mainstreaming is crucial. They discuss how female poverty is a specific concern in disaster
management because it exacerbates in a disaster crisis. As aforementioned, many households are
female-headed in the Caribbean, but have the least resources prior to the event. In the post disaster
phase there is often a focus on revitalizing the tourist economy, and may be centred on construction
work, which can favour male employment. With regards to all the phases in the disaster management,
increased participation in decision making as well as in defining the needs, allow for better protection
of women and men. An example in the report illustrates the former: women are often responsible for
water collection, so involvement of women to set the correct priorities for location, design and
maintenance of water facilities would improve efficiency of water collection in times of disaster.
Furthermore they delineate a detailed description on how to include gender in disaster management in
the Caribbean area. It is unknown if this report, or a similar approach, was utilized in Sint Maarten‟s
disaster management for Hurricane Irma, this will be included in the scope of this research.
For Hurricane Irma, the design of Sint Maarten‟s disaster management plan was/is rather
organisational: [translated from Dutch] „‟when combatting a disaster [..], many governmental and nongovernmental institutions are involved, with differences in culture, jargon, and task division, it is
important, while combating, that there is unity. This disaster plan has among other things the goal to
bring about this unity and to divide and adjust the tasks to one another in the organisation. However,
every organization remains responsible for the tasks to be performed within the framework specified
here.‟‟ (Overheid, 2002). And „‟within this [disaster] plan the focus is not on technical implementations,
but on the administrative, organisational, and coordinating aspects when combating disaster‟‟
(Overheid, 2002). The organisational figure (4) below presents the government‟s disaster
management structure and it‟s supporting bodies.
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Figure 4. The organisational structure of disaster management on Sint Maarten (VNG, 2018). ESF is short
for Emergency Support Functions

2.3 The historical socio-economic, political and power context in Sint
Maarten
The gendered impact of a disaster is linked with the social context already existing in a community or
country. The socio-economic patterns and a country‟s specific development patterns prior to a disaster
affect the survival and recovery of different groups in society (Deare, 2004). The (historical)
representations of gender are useful for understanding the social relations and context of women living
in Sint Maarten. Gendered responsibilities, whether this is in the workspace or household space, are
historically rooted in the power structures that exist as well as the cultural practices (Ajibade et al.,
2013). Barriteau (1998) states that the basic belief that women have a subordinated role still exists in
the Caribbean and that this is often reflected in state policy and in cultural expressions. Sint Maarten
has a history of colonialism and drives mainly on tourism, which are therefore important elements in
this historical representation. The Caribbean has a long history influenced by the booming tourism and
migrants that came to Sint Maarten for labour. Post 1960 the Caribbean became „‟the most touristpenetrated region in the world‟‟ (McElroy, 2004, P. 24 in Aymer, 2011) which caused many women of
the Dominican Republic and Haiti to migrate to Sint Maarten for labour. The majority of the population
in Sint Maarten is from African descent and the mixed upper class consists of mostly European
descendents (Martis, 1999). Sint Maarten became a receiving country for many Hispaniola (Dominican
and Haitian) women, who make up about one third of the tourism workers on Sint Maarten. That said,
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many migrants have an undocumented status (UNDP, 2011). As with any host country, the racial and
ethnic myths about itself and those that are created about foreigners in Sint Maarten determine the
access of socio-economic opportunities and the levels of inclusion that migrants to Sint Maarten enjoy
(Aymer, 2011). Migrant women find jobs such as maids, cooks, having a small business in the street,
and crafts (Aymer, 2011). Many of the female labour migrants that work in the (in)formal sector of
tourism are often seen as valueless economic actors, even though they are crucial to building new
economies or expanding the existing economies. Women in general are overrepresented in „feminized‟
sectors such as education, care and hospitality (Sassen, 2006 in Aymer, 2011).
According to the UNDP (2011) a challenge for Sint Maarten is the socio-economic discrepancies and
disparities across gender, and that women run a high chance of falling below the poverty line because
they often bear a heavy load as they provide income and take care of children simultaneously. Their
monthly income (compared to men) is more than half less (UNDP, 2015). The representation in the
labour force of men and women is near equal, but the disparity lies in the monthly salaries. Moreover,
about twice as many women depend on social safety nets compared to male counterparts.
Furthermore, not only economic productivity is important, often women take part in unpaid productive
work, which takes place in their household, but is not recognized as productive work. Examples of
unpaid productive work is household upkeep such as cooking, cleaning, and care work such as care
for the children, the elderly, the sick, etcetera. Because women generally take on more responsibility
than men, they have more links to stress and weak health factors (UNDP, 2011). The main spoken
language in Sint Maarten is English, and according to Aymer (2011), in the English-speaking
Caribbean „‟the social status of individuals, families, and groups is negotiated from the intersection of
values assigned to variables such as family respectability, social class, education, occupation, wealth,
and religion‟‟ (p.9).
A rather dated article by Cuales (1998), but still valuable for historical insight, discusses how in the
Antilles the nuclear family has never been popular, in which the man gained greater acceptance than
the woman to have space for escapades. In addition, women‟s legal status had been a significant
factor for their subordination. For example, a law existed that married women received 25 percent less
salary than their male or unmarried counterpart (this law was abolished in 1994). The abolished laws
are also seen as important achievements, but the history of slavery and migration remain evident for
the complexity of social and gender relations (Cuales, 1998). More specifically, a research from 1986
by Anderson dived into the gender relations present in the Caribbean, and found consensus on five
issues. This research is dated, but relevant to the historical insight in the gender relations. First the
7

social reproduction in which women‟s position is characterized by their dual roles: they engage in
nurturing roles as well as in the formal economy. Female labour, which was established during
slavery, continued after the emancipation, because the man as the main breadwinner was
unattainable because of e.g. emigration, indicating the woman needed to seek for sources of income
as well. The second consensus concerns women being a domestic broker, in which they pool the

7

Social reproduction refers to the process of perpetuation of social structures
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resources they derived from their own economic activity, and that of others, to make sure familial and
personal needs are met. Men often play a resource role in women‟s life (due to unequal distribution of
resources). A second resource for women are children, as they have access to children and are able
to control children, from which they derive power and authority (in comparison to men who derive it
from direct links to the economy). The last resource for women is the family from which they can
obtain shelter, food, help with childcare and so on. Exchanges can include emotional, informational as
well as material support, also when a woman is involved in co-residential relationship a man. The
paternal relatives may even continue to assist when the father is not in the picture anymore. The third
consensus is about female leadership and decision making. Women said they often find that their
male counterpart have the formal leadership roles. However, women do participate actively in
household decision making and furthermore they show considerable power which they derived from
their broker role and own income. The fourth consensus concerns sex-role identity and selfperception. For many women in the Caribbean becoming a mother is a source that provides fulfilment.
In addition there is an acceptance of the nurturing role that women need to take up, taking care of
children, looking after their husband, and doing housework. This was, at that time, also part of the
educational syllabus, in which the woman is the „‟antithesis of man, the logical reasoner‟‟ (p. 306). This
lead to different educational choices and reluctance of women to seek leadership in e.g. the political
sphere because women believed that men could articulate for them. The last consensus from this
research is women‟s relationship with males. The general perspective is that women are equal to men,
but with an acknowledgement of male domination. Women do place an emphasis on the importance of
their independence, especially through having your own income.
This short analysis implies there are dynamic power and social structures in place in Sint Maarten
which are important to take into account for a holistic understanding of the research context. These will
be further explored in the research itself, as a lot of the above contains dated research.
This report will now continue with the theoretical framework deemed appropriate for this research.
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3. Theoretical and conceptual framework
To understand the impact of the disaster, the lived experiences of women in Sint Maarten will be
researched

informed

by

a

framework

and

concepts.

Because

this

research

is

interpretivist/constructivist, there is no framework that is set in stone to explain the findings. The
following section will elaborate on the theoretical framework and the concepts that lay at the basis for
this research. Finally these will be put together in figure 7 to visualize what direction this research
undertakes.

3.1 Framework
Feminist Political Ecology
Hurricanes are almost always multidimensional in the sense that they are a real physical process as
well as a social event. A way to understand this multidimensionality is with political ecology. Political
ecology is the study of relationships between the political, economic and social factors with
environmental change. These human-environmental changes are always structured through social
relations that reflect ideologies and physical arrangements of people‟s search for sustenance and
shelter (Oliver-Smith, 2009). This research however wants to go beyond the often deployed binary
approach of men and women, in order to erase generalizations about women. Even though
acknowledging differences between men and women, and in this research more specifically between
women, is a challenge if simultaneously practical agenda for change need to be forged, it does „‟give
rise to more nuanced and differentiated understandings of the relationship between gender and
disaster‟‟ (Cupples, 2007, p. 159). This research will for that reason deploy the Feminist Political
Ecology (FPE) framework. FPE examines the place of gender in political ecology. Rocheleau,
Thomas-Slayter and Wangari (1996), draw on the major schools of feminist scholarship (ecofeminism,
socialist feminism, feminist poststructuralism, and environmentalism) to create the conceptual
framework of Feminist Political Ecology (FPE). Within the FPE framework, gender differences in
environmental impact are not viewed as biologically determined, but as derived from social constructs,
which is in line with how this research understands gender. FPE offers a framework to establish rich
information about, the social, the material, and the discursive realities of women‟s experiences, which
enables research to go beyond generalizations of women in disaster. And the „‟gendered rights to
property, resources, space, and decision making and women‟s roles and responsibilities in the
household and community are central concerns under this [FPE] framework‟‟. (Ajibade et al., 2013,
p.1716). In addition, FPE provides an explanation on „‟how gender identities and social relations
shape, and are shaped by, power relations and social inequality, and how gendered inequalities are
linked to questions of liberation struggles, environmental change, and degradation‟‟ (Jarosz, 2001,
abstract).
Intersectionality is a central dimension of the FPE framework and is used to explain the intersection of
oppressed factors that lead to discrimination (e.g. being disabled, an ethnic minority, and woman).
Taking an intersectional approach might be a first step in addressing the above-mentioned danger of
oversimplification based on one element of identity. An intersectional approach allows scholars to get
as much of a true depiction of a lived reality. The social constructs of gender, on which the FPE builds,
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vary depending on intersecting factors such as culture, class, race, and geographical location.
Intersectionality can be defined as „‟the interaction between gender, race, and other categories of
difference in individual lives, social practices, institutional arrangements, and cultural ideologies and
the outcomes of these interactions in terms of power‟‟ (Davis, 2008, p. 68). Intersectionality has been
praised as “the most important theoretical contribution that women‟s studies, in conjunction with other
fields, has made so far” (McCall 2005, p.1771 in Puar, 2013). This notion of intersectionality was
introduced by Crenshaw (1989) who demonstrated that frameworks focusing on either gender or race
fail to capture the experiences of marginalised black women who experience both forms of
discrimination. Intersectionality is called for by researchers in the specific field of gender and disaster,
in order to reveal the particular needs or capabilities of different groups of women and men (Ajibade et
al., 2013; Sultana, 2014). This intersectional approach, compared to traditional gender based analysis,
recognizes complexity by taking historical, social, and political contexts into account and offers ways to
understand people‟s needs and interests which can inform policies and programmes (Chaplin, Twigg
& Lovell, 2019). The text box (1) below provides a concise literature review in which examples are
provided to illustrate the working of intersectionality.
Textbox 1. A concise literature review: intersectionality in disaster research
Over the years research in the domain of gender and disaster has underlined the importance of intersectionality and it showed
important differences in women‟s disaster experiences. It emphasized their experience should not be generalized or simplified,
because women are not a homogeneous group (Finlay, 1998; Fordham, 1999 in Enarson et al., 2007; Cupples, 2007). Even when
women share similar background characteristics the experience of a disaster is different, there is no average woman, because
certain subjectivities become meaningful to them (Cupples, 2007; Rodriguez, 2010).
The examples from the literature below illustrate how intersectionality helps to illuminate how women are affected differently in
disasters. Due to limited literature on intersectionality in disasters in the Caribbean region, international examples are included. In
the United States a research reported that marginalised ethnic and racial groups had housing-related difficulties as well as
discrimination in the relief systems, or flood relief was geared away from migrant women, hurting primarily Hispanic single
mothers (Enarson et al., 2007). Research in Haiti and Cuba found that immigrant and migrant women faced many obstacles,
including a lack of affordable housing, slow repair of public housing units, interpersonal violence, and unnecessary complex aid
applications (Enarson et al., 2007). In Haiti specifically, a lack of employment and diminished social support networks after a
disaster increased reports of gender violence against women and girls (Enarson Fothergill & Peek, 2018). In line with domestic
violence, a BP oil spill disaster hurt particularly single women living in poverty, unemployed women, those without health
insurance, and women whose abusers were unemployed due to the spill were affected (Lauve-Moon & Ferreiral, 2015, in Enarson
et al., 2018). Ajibade et al., (2012) find that being middle or upper class in Nigeria can effectively protect women against the worst
effects and impacts of a disaster, while for lower classes increased women‟s vulnerability to disaster impacts. In addition women
who were already socially and economically marginalised suffered more due to limited resources and social support. When a
household was female-headed there was more food insecurity because there was no partner to help, and pregnant women faced
life-threatening problems because of a gendered health policy that required spousal donation of blood (Ajibade, et al., 2012).
Deare‟s (2004) research on gender in disaster in the Caribbean states that gender influences the allocation of social and
economic resources in ways that increase women‟s vulnerability. She exemplifies this with a case from Antigua where
„‟emergency relief workers report that street vendors (mainly women) are hit the hardest when a hurricane strikes because the
sale of snacks and fruits is generally their only source of income. The situation of these women compared unfavourably to that of
taxi drivers, who had “sufficient skills to seek alternative employment in construction and other industries‟‟ (p. 8). She proceeds by
saying that the cultural patterns can increase women‟s vulnerability because „‟women are less likely to work in construction and
agriculture, thus limiting their chances of finding jobs in post-disaster rehabilitation. A research by Drolet et al., (2015) found that
migrant women with limited English speaking skills, being over 60 years of age, living in poverty and having a disability made
increased their social vulnerability after hurricanes in Florida.
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The FPE framework itself has mostly been used in the context of natural resources (see for example
Truelove, 2011; Cole, 2017; Leder, Sugdan, Raut, Ray & Saikia, 2019; Nyantakyia-Frimpong, 2019;
Nyantakyia-Frimpong, 2017; Adams, 2018; Vaz-Jones, 2018; Elmhirst, 2017; Elmhirst, Siscawati,
Basnett & Ekowati, 2017; Lamb, Schoenverger, Middleton & Un, 2017; Gay-Antaki, 2016; Kerr, 2014;
Kimura & Katano, 2014; Jarosz, 2011; Hovorka, 2006). Since this current research is not within the
realm of natural resources, but rather in the realm of environmental change due to disasters in an
urban setting, the dimension changes somewhat. So far, little research has been done on disaster
using an FPE framework. Enarson et al., (2007) states in her book that FPE is useful to draw on in
8

disaster studies when essentialist identification of women is denied in the research, which is the case
in this current research. The research by Ajibade et al. (2013) provides some handles on how to apply
FPE within the domain of disasters. Their research concerned the natural hazard case of urban
flooding in Lagos, Nigeria, and drew on FPE (and social vulnerability theory) to understand the
structural gender inequalities. They argue that women‟s experience of a disaster is not isolated but
embedded in the social relationships that they have with men, their communities, and families.
Overall, understanding these issues will provide insights which can inform policies on gender-specific
considerations, and could contribute to disaster risk reduction policies and practices.

3.2 Relevant concepts
With gender equality being a determinant for health and well-being, this research wants to understand
how Hurricane Irma impacted the well-being of women in the face of environmental change, by
utilizing the FPE approach, and understanding vulnerability, resilience, and agency from this
perspective. Which all three implicitly contain a link to well-being, and are defined below (Davydov,
Stewart, Ritchie & Chaudieu, 2010; Welzel & Inglehart, 2010).

Vulnerability, agency and resilience
Revealing lived experiences of women can help recognize the socially differentiated nature of
vulnerability, resilience, and agency of individuals and help integrate heterogeneity, inequalities and
power into these three concepts (Chaplin et al., 2019). These concepts cannot be measured, but will
be beneficial to reflect the everyday lived experiences of women in order to compare and understand
the differences (and similarities) in how women perceived, managed and recovered from Hurricane
Irma.
Vulnerability is defined as the human dimension of disasters, which results from economic, social,
cultural, institutional, political and psychological factors that are part of people‟s lives, which create the
type of environment that they live in (Twigg, 2004). These wider environmental and social factors limit
people and the communities to cope with the impact of disaster (Birkmann, 2006). The general thought
is that the vulnerable groups find it hardest to reconstruct their livelihoods after a disaster struck, with
the accompanying myth that people are helpless, passive and victims (Twigg, 2004). Figure 5
visualizes how people are at risk due to vulnerability in combination with a hazard such as a hurricane.

8

Essentialism concerns the belief that someone has a set of characteristics which make them what they are, without looking at development
through dynamic social processes.
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Root causes such as power, dynamic pressures such as a lack of training, and unsafe conditions such
as dangerous locations, in combination with a hazard such as a hurricane cause disaster and a certain
degree of vulnerability. The final definition for vulnerability in this research goes: “vulnerability is the
human dimension of disasters which result from environmental change in which root causes, dynamic
pressures and unsafe conditions in combination with a hazard cause a certain degree of vulnerability”.
A critical note to this definition is that the term vulnerability is often attributed by external organisations
to the poor and the marginalised groups, while these groups do not consider themselves to be
vulnerable as „‟disaster-prone communities might interpret their circumstances differently‟‟ (Heijmans,
2001, p. 15). Heijmans (2001) argues that for disaster responses to be meaningful, the risk perception
and active roles of the affected communities should be recognized, to understand their root causes of
vulnerability. For example Heijmans poses that a disaster is a normal part of life for grassroots
communities, and when a new type of disaster emerges it is dealt with from a perspective of survival.
This research therefore takes into account that vulnerability is something which can be perceived
differently.

Figure 5. The progression of vulnerability (Wisner et al. 2004 in Twigg, 2004)

Resilience can be defined as "[t]he ability of individuals, communities, organizations or countries
exposed to disasters, crises and underlying vulnerabilities to anticipate, reduce the impact of, cope
with and recover from the effects of adversity without compromising their long-term prospects" (IFRC,
2014). Resilience is often seen as the ability to „bounce back‟ after a disruption such as a disaster. It is
often referred to as the other side of the coin of vulnerability. However, disasters are accompanied by
change, implying that resilience should perhaps be viewed as „bouncing forward‟, instead of „bouncing
back‟ (Manyena, O‟Brien, O‟Keefe & Rose, 2011). Resilience is often not simultaneously used within
the (feminist) political ecology paradigm due to the “system-oriented perspective inherent in resilience
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thinking [that] fails to acknowledge the heterogeneous values, interests, and power of social actors
and their roles in navigating social-ecological change” (Hoque, Quinn & Sallu, 2017, p.1). However,
the explanatory power of FPE can help fill in these wider gaps relevant to resilience (Quandt, 2016;
Hoque et al., 2017). The final definition for resilience in this research is „‟resilience is the ability of
individuals exposed to disasters and underlying vulnerabilities to anticipate, reduce the impact of,
cope with and recover, or even bounce forward from the effects of adversity without compromising
their long-term prospects while simultaneously acknowledging power relations‟‟. It is emphasized in
literature that women‟s needs but also their strengths and assets should be recognized (Moreno &
Shaw, 2018). Cottrell (2008) emphasizes that women with varying levels of financial capacity have
resilience and that support networks are important for women‟s resilience, irrespective of their financial
capacity. Furthermore there are studies that indicate women play crucial roles in caretaking,
communicating risks, and organizing activities (Dhungel & Ojha, 2012 and Shah, 2012 in Moreno &
Shaw, 2018).
Lastly, agency. In essence, agency is the capacity of individuals to act independently and to make
their own free decision. Donald, Koolwal, Annan, Falb and Goldstein (2017) conceptualize agency
based on the main definitions in the literature and create three core elements: „‟ (1) the person‟s ability
to set goals in accordance with their values regarding a particular issue or decision, (2) whether they
perceive themselves as able to achieve these goals, and (3) whether they are able to act towards
achieving these goals.‟‟ (p. 3, 4). Closer examination often shows how individuals are active and
resourceful, and demonstrate their individual agency (Lazrus et al., 2012). The argument of including
agency is that it helps to overcome the perception of people being passive and powerless victims of
environmental change (McLaughlin & Dietz, 2008). Agency often emerges as an enabler for resilience
(Haffejee & Theron, 2019), which also implies that when trying to understand one‟s agency bigger
power structures should be considered. The final conceptualisation for agency goes „‟agency is the
capacity of individuals to set goals in accordance with his/her values, their perception of being able to
achieve these goals, and if they act towards achieving this goal independently‟‟. Stereotypically
women are positioned as victims in times of crisis, and there has been less focus on women‟s agency
and accomplishments in the face of a disaster, as well as the crucial role they often take on as first
responders (Standing et al., 2016). The grassroots role women play should be understood more
clearly by NGOs and policymakers according to Standing et al., (2016).

Disaster management cycle and gender mainstreaming
The disaster management cycle is useful to conceptualize as it provides a tool to understand in which
phase(s) gender was or was not included and what that meant for the lived experiences of women.
The disaster management cycle is often used to describe the total sum of activities related to before,
during, and after a disaster. The three main stages are the pre-disaster with risk reduction, followed by
the emergency response, and lastly the post-disaster recovery phase (see figure 6). Activities related
to the pre-disaster phase are those that reduce the human and property losses by e.g. carrying out
awareness campaigns, preparation of the disaster management plans at household and community
level. These activities are termed mitigation and preparedness activities. During the disaster, the
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emergency response phase, activities are e.g. to ensure the needs and provisions of the affected
people are met, and that suffering is minimized. After a disaster, during the post-disaster phase,
initiatives relate to response and recovery activities with the purpose of early recovery and
rehabilitation of the affected people (Khan, Vasilescu, & Khan, 2008). The sum of the activities aim to
reduce the risks of a disaster, but even though this model offers clear handles, there are some critical
notes to be made about the cycle approach which should be kept in mind when analysing the context
of Hurricane Irma. First of all, whether this cycle concerns state control or stakeholder control,
9

secondly it might favour technocracy , thirdly it is possible another disaster emerges or there are
complex emergencies, and lastly the risks are all assumed as external. Lewis (2012) argues that
neglecting top-down processes in these cycles and the failing of exploring the links with poverty tends
to encourage, what he calls, the disaster risk creation.

Figure 6. Disaster management cycle (Khan et al., 2008)

Integrating gender in a disaster risk reduction approach is, as has been said before, important
because men and women are affected differently due to their distinct roles in society. In 1995 the
Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing brought forward the concept of gender mainstreaming.
Gender mainstreaming in the disaster management refers to integrating a gendered perspective at all
levels, from policy level to the implementation of development work (Amaratunga, Hiagh & Ginige,
9

Technocracy refers to an ideological system in which the decision makers are selected on their technical knowledge
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2009). Furthermore, „‟the ultimate aim of gender mainstreaming is to achieve gender equality, it is not
for promoting equality to the implementation of specific measures to help women; it is to achieve
equality in all general policies and measures by actively and openly taking the possible effects on the
respective situation of men and women into account at the planning stage‟‟ (European Commission,
1996 in Amaratunga, et al., 2009, p. 30).
This research aims to get insight in all three phases of the disaster (while considering the critical
notes) and how women experienced these, as well as how the major disaster management agencies
included gender in these phases.

3.3 Visualized theoretical framework
Below the theoretical framework is visualised (figure 7) in which all the components of the theoretical
framework and concepts are taken into account that are thought of as relevant and necessary for the
exploration of the current research. The FPE framework and gender in disaster management practices
are two main theories which provide the context in which the lived experiences of women are
embedded in. Women‟s lived experiences will be reflected upon using their subjective vulnerability,
resilience and agency before a disaster, in the face of a disaster, and during recovery.

Figure 7. Visualised theoretical framework for this research
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4. Methodology
4.1 Data collection
The qualitative data collection took place from January until mid-March 2020 in Sint Maarten. The
researcher was supported by the Department of Community Development, Family, and Humanitarian
Affairs (CDFHA), which comes under the Ministry of Public Health, Social Affairs and Labour in Sint
Maarten. CDFHA very kindly provided the researcher with contact details of organisations and key
persons, ideas on how to find respondents, driving the researcher around for random selection of
respondents, logistic support, a desk, and practicalities such as printing. The research is independent
from CDFHA, and activities were all decided upon and executed by the researcher. Nonetheless,
being associated with the government could cause a bias in the results. The researcher therefore
diminished this bias through the following:
-

first and foremost it was made clear to all approached respondents that the researcher is a
master student doing research coming from Wageningen University in the Netherlands;

-

in some instances where organisations were contacted with the help of CDFHA, the
researcher would say she is supported by CDFHA and got their phone number/email through
them;

-

only when respondents would ask about the research, which for the majority would happen
after the interview took place, the researcher mentioned the support from CDFHA. In other
instances respondents would be unaware about the support from CDFHA.

Finding respondents
This section will elaborate on the methods of finding respondents for both respondent groups. They
are separated because one respondent group were the women who told their personal stories, and
the other respondent groups were respondents from NGOs and the government.

Respondent group 'women'
Purposive sampling was used to select respondents (Bernard, 2013). Purposive sampling fitted well in
the sense that the researcher aimed for a varied respondent group due to the intersectionality integral
to this research. For that reason the respondents that were approached by the researcher diversified
in age, income, ethnicity, marital status, and other characteristics. Purposive sampling does not tell
how many respondents you need. Intersections of factors that become meaningful cannot be
predicted beforehand, and the respondents are not a representative group, because they talk about
personal experiences. What this research is able to do with these stories is shed light on lived
experiences, and what we can learn from them. Other general inclusion criteria were: being a woman
(18+), having suffered and/or impacted from/by Hurricane Irma (e.g. by losing their job, house, wellbeing), and living in Sint Maarten before the Hurricane. These criteria were asked about before they
were asked to participate in the research.
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A way to find respondents post-disaster is through NGOs, such as Cupples (2007) did in her research
post hurricane Mitch. This technique did not always show to be convenient, as women of certain
organisations were anonymous beneficiaries and had to be kept anonymous. Another reason was that
organisations did not want to burden their anonymous beneficiaries. Ultimately, respondents were
approached via someone who knew them after which they were put in touch with me, or by the
researcher herself, either by telephone, email, or face-to-face. In total 18 women were approached of
which 16 women agreed to participate. Reasons to not participate were time issues, or not getting a
reply. In the end women who were interviewed about their experience were gathered through:
-

CDFHA (n=2)

-

NGOs (n=6)

-

Personal contacts made in Sint Maarten (n=1)

-

Random selection; asking women in the street (n=3)

-

Researcher approached and asked to have an interview (n=1)

-

Snowballing find further respondents (n=3)‟

The table below (1) provides a more detailed description of how respondents from respondent group
„women‟ were found and approached. Their names have been changed to pseudonyms.
Table 1. Respondent group women

Respondent group 'NGOs and governmental'
For this respondent group purposive sampling was also used as a method. The researcher wanted to
find respondents from NGOs and the government that were involved in one or several phases of the
disaster cycle of hurricane Irma in Sint Maarten. CDFHA provided the researcher with insight in which
organisations and governmental institutions and people were key players during Hurricane Irma and
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could provide knowledge on this topic. With a final list of persons and organisations made, the
researcher would be content with any of these respondents to agree to participate. In total 15 persons
were approached of which 10 agreed to have an interview. Reasons to not participate were: the
person did not think his/her knowledge could provide the right information for the topic, or not getting a
reply after several reminders. The governmental institutions and NGOs were approached through:
-

Phone or email, made available by CDFHA (n=8)

-

Another NGO (n=1).

-

Approached via Facebook Messenger (n=1)

Again, a detailed description can be found in table 2 for the process of how respondents of the
respondent group „NGO or governmental‟ were found and approached.
Table 2. Respondent group NGO and governmental

The total group and respondent characteristics
This research had a total of 26 interviews, of which 16 were with women and 10 were with
(governmental) organisations. The table 3 in Appendix 1 show the characteristics of the respondents.
In addition there is a map that shows the geographic locations of where the women resided during the
hurricane to present an overview of the geographical spreading of the respondent group „women‟
(figure 11). As mentioned earlier, the names of the women are a pseudonym to ensure their
anonymity. The NGOs and governmental institutions are also not specified in order to ensure
anonymity.

4.2 Interview topics
In order to answer the research question, qualitative research was carried out by means of (in depth)
semi structured interviews. Semi structured interviews allow for open answers and exploration of
issues that the respondents find important (Longhurst, 2003). The questions were mostly open-ended,
however, closed-ended questions provided a gateway to open-ended probing (Newcomer, Hatry, &
Wholey, 2015). In Appendix 2 the interview guide for the interviews of both respondent groups can be
found. The interviews generated rich data about the following themes (textbox 2):
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Textbox 2. Themes for the interview
Theme
The lived experiences
of women in Sint
Maarten

Gender relations in Sint
Maarten

Explanation
 To reveal intersectionality of the lived experiences of women that were hit by Hurricane Irma
and how this impacted their well-being


An (obvious) precondition for intersectional research is diversity among the respondents
(Christoffersen, 2017). Intersecting factors became apparent during the interviews by
beginning with guiding questions on their household composition, their socio-economic
status, occupation, housing, and past disaster experiences. Questions in qualitative
intersectional research aim to understand intersections, so questions such as: „‟What are
some of the challenges you experience as a migrated single mother during the recovery
phase of the disaster?‟‟ were applicable (and not e.g. „‟Do you experience discrimination
during the recovery phase of the disaster?‟‟). Topics of further question aim to cover the
experience of the disaster and its environmental and material impact, coping with the
disaster, gendered differences in received help, social inequalities, paid and unpaid labour
during disaster, access to resources, questions relating to subjective vulnerability, resilience
and agency, how the circumstances impacted their well-being, intersecting factors that
enlarged/reduced impacts, and so on.



This theme and the example questions apply to the respondent group „women‟. The other
respondent group was asked about how intersectionality could play a role in disaster.
These insights are regarded as important to create a better understanding of the context that
this research takes place in. Questions related to the division of roles within the household,
the wider economy, culturally, if these roles change during disaster and how, when someone
is perceived as powerful, and so on.




Gender in disaster
management practices





Both respondent groups were asked questions about this topic, in which both men‟s as well
as women‟s perspectives came about.
The reasons of the NGOs/governmental institutions for the extent of gender mainstreaming,
how gender was included in the different phases of the disaster management, what strategies
were used to assess gender differences, what differences did they notice between men and
women but also between women, what went well and what could go better regarding the
inclusion of gender in the process, their opinion on mainstreaming gender in disaster
management, and so on.
For this theme the questions diversified, as different perspectives took place. The example
questions above apply for the respondent group “NGOs and governmental‟, while the
respondent group „women‟ was asked how they experienced inclusion and what they saw
around them with regards to this theme.

4.3 Data analysis
The analytical objective is to explain practices, relations and individual experiences before, during and
after the disaster. The data gathered from the interviews was verbatim transcribed. The interviews
(recorded with explicit permission) and transcriptions were saved on the researcher‟s Google Drive,
secured with a password. ATLAS.ti was used as a tool for data analysis. The data analysis process is
divided in 5 steps (Mortensen, 2018; Löfgren, 2013):
Step 1: The transcripts will be read for a first impression to familiarize the researcher with the data.
Step 2: The transcripts will be carefully reread in which the inductive coding phase will start. The
coding labels are not thus set beforehand. Relevant words, sentences or sections will be labelled and
coded (e.g. about actions, activities, opinions). This process will be reiterated to define the codes.
Step 3: It will be decided which codes are most important and can be combined to create a theme.
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These can e.g. be about processes, differences, similarities, objects etcetera.
Step 4: The themes will be labelled and connections between the themes can be made.
Step 5: In the result section the final findings will be described, supported with quotes from the
respondents, which also gives a voice to the respondents.
For data analysis of research that includes an intersectional approach, moments in which the
interviewee mentions a specific characteristic linked to an experience are crucial to identify (Lutz,
2015). In addition to that, frequently mentioned characteristics do not necessarily make it important to
one‟s experience, for which context needs to be taken into account. When analysing the data, the
researcher should try to understand it from different perspectives to interpret the data (e.g. by having a
different main question in mind) (Witteloostuijn, n.d.). Witteloostuijn (n.d.) developed a figure (see
figure 8) which contains steps to keep in mind during research with an intersectional approach, which
is useful for this current research.

Figure 8. Steps to keep in mind during intersectional research (Witteloostuijn, n.d.)

4.4 Ethics, limitations, and positionality - a reflection
The respondents were made aware of the nature of the study and that participation is voluntary and
anonymous. All respondents were asked to read and sign a consent form (see Appendix 3). In the
case of illiteracy, spoken consent was requested. It happened four times that a respondent wanted the
researcher to read out the consent form, after which the respondents were able to sign the form by
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themselves. As mentioned earlier, the interviews were for the majority held in English, with a few in
Dutch. Beforehand, the researcher tried to formulate questions in such a manner that they would be
understandable for every respondent. It did however sometimes happen that certain terms in
questions were unclear to respondents. For example questions about the perception of the term
„vulnerability‟ was not always a known term. The researcher then repeated the question with a
definition of the word in it. Most times this would work, after which the respondent was able to answer
the question. When questions remained unclear for the respondent or were answered with „I don‟t
know‟ the researcher would skip it and ask it later on in the interview again. This research was
approved by the Social Sciences Ethics Committee at Wageningen University and Research
(Appendix 4).
Regarding the positionality of the researcher (and writer of this report) in the field, the interviews with
the women were about personal lives that are grounded in personal experiences. For that reason the
researcher holds certain accountability to these people. The researcher made clear this research does
not make promises regarding changing a personal situation, or structural changes in the field of Sint
Maarten‟s disaster management. It was emphasized that this research hopes to add to the global
understanding of women in disaster, for which interviews like these are necessary to illuminate
experiences. All respondents understood and agreed to this. There was one case in which a
respondent asked the researcher if she was able to help with a home repair issue. The researcher
made it clear that she was not part of a home repair programme, but that she would ask a colleague at
CDFHA to follow up, but that she still wasn‟t able to make promises regarding that issue. The woman
understood.
Trust, openness and equality were the three key values during these interviews. Furthermore, it was
important to acknowledge the researcher‟s (assumed) privileged status (e.g. white, western, female,
educated, age, hosted by the government of Sint Maarten) which could produce hesitance on the
respondents‟ side to talk to me („‟an outsider know-it-all‟‟), and could also put the researcher in a
vulnerable position. During the interviews the three key values the researcher aimed for seemed to be
heard and reciprocated by the respondents. The majority of persons approached were willing to have
an interview, and many of the NGO/governmental interviewees offered the researcher, if needed, that
she could ask follow up questions later. One woman particular shared how happy she felt to just be
heard:
„‟I appreciate you doing [the research] because I really feel that somebody actually cares about
females. The fact that you came out, when the guy pulled up the other day, I was like that is so nice
the fact that you actually care. To actually go around and ask questions. Because people don‟t really
care to even ask the questions, or feel that you have been heard. And that somebody is actually trying
to help in some sort of way. So I really appreciate it. And I really hope that you go through. [....] So I
am going to speak on behalf of all the women you are not going to be able to meet. But I really think
that we appreciate that you are coming out, from another country, and you are coming here to try and
see how you can help us. God is going to bless you in so many ways for that.‟‟
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This quote in particular gave the researcher extra motivation and justification to continue with the
research.
All respondents seemed to be open and willing to share their perspectives and stories, sometimes
paired with clear emotion about the topic. When this happened, the researcher would try to make them
feel at ease by telling them it is okay to be sad, and that they can take their time before answering a
question, or if they prefer that we could skip the question. A couple of times the researcher received
feedback from the respondents about how they thought she asked clear questions, and came across
as genuine.
Furthermore, it was important to understand the effect the researcher has on the respondents and the
data (positionality and reflexivity). For that reason the researcher had to be conscious of how the
questions could cause distress. Within intersectional research, reflexivity of the researcher must be
central (Christoffersen, 2017). The researcher‟s position and worldview in this research need to be
carefully considered and it needs to be acknowledged that this position produces certain knowledge. A
reflexive attitude helped the researcher become aware of the surroundings and be considerate. This
was e.g. be done by recognising thinking patterns, and then actively thinking differently (Witteloostuijn
n.d.). The researcher did sometimes catch herself reflecting on answers of respondents that were not
in line with her own thinking patterns and worldview. An example would be when a respondent would
say that women are naturally attracted to certain sectors that pay less, which the researcher did not
agree with. Nonetheless, the researcher remained neutral in her responses and questions.
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5. Results
This chapter will elaborate on the lived experiences of women before (informed by the respondent
group „women‟), during and after the Hurricane Irma while simultaneously relating them to elements of
the existing gendered power relations (informed by all respondents) as well as the elements of
disaster management practices and gender mainstreaming (informed by the respondents from NGOs
and the government) where possible. The results will be interpreted in the discussion chapter.
It should be remembered that it is not the aim of this research to compare women to men. The
assumption that women generally are affected more (in terms of deaths and harm) in disasters than
men was one of the reasons to explicitly focus on women, this does not take away that men are also
impacted. That said, within this research it remained unclear whether or not the assumption of women
being impacted more than men is applicable to the case of Hurricane Irma in Sint Maarten.
Additionally however, a reason to focus explicitly on women is because this research denies that
women have the same experience of a hurricane just because they are a woman (which is often
assumed in the disaster domain). Other factors that intersect with gender (intersectionality) are
assumed as well as contextual factors, to understand one‟s experience. The reading guide below sets
out in more detail what will be described in this chapter‟s sections (textbox 3):
Textbox 3. Reading guide results

5.1

5.2

5.3

Section
Lived
experiences:
hurricane
memories
shaping
the
expectations
Lived
experiences:
preparing for Hurricane
Irma
Lived experiences: the
night of the hurricane

5.4

Lived
experiences:
short and long term
recovery

5.5

Lived
experiences:
standing strong in the
face of adversity

5.6

Unanticipated
developments:
a
window of opportunity?

Aim
This first section sheds light on the situation before the hurricane happened,
looking at different expectations on both the side of women and the authorities.

This section aims to gain understanding in reasons why women had different
levels of preparation measures for the hurricane.
This section dedicates space to three stories about the night of the hurricane,
which illustrates the devastating power of hurricane Irma. It is followed up by
women‟s feelings that accompanied this night
This section turns to experiences of aid on the short and long term. It illustrates
how and why the receiving of aid differs among women (more or less selfreliance) and how the organisation of aid on the side of the authorities and
NGOs reinforced this. Additionally it illustrates how a home and a job add to a
sense of normalcy for the women, something that was/is not achievable for all.
Within this section the perceived and subjective vulnerability, resilience and
agency of women throughout the whole experience of Hurricane Irma is
presented. It is argued that being a woman is not experienced as factor for
vulnerability, while some other factors are. Nonetheless there remain elements
of being a woman (e.g. when being a mother) that are inherent to experiences of
vulnerability, resilience, and agency. Furthermore, gender mainstreaming seems
to be lacking in the approaches of disaster management.
This section describes that a significant amount of women in general (not the
women who were part of this research) started working in construction jobs,
which pushed gender norms. Hurricane Irma could be considered a window of
opportunity to that regard. It is followed up by a description of how gender norms
on a larger scale are being pushed. It was mentioned very often and indicates a
development with regards to gender equality.
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5.1 Lived experiences: hurricane memories shaping the expectations
This section will elaborate about the level of expectation about hurricane risk among the women and
the authorities.

Women’s expectations about the hurricane
A common comment made by all, except one, women, was that they did not expect the hurricane to be
as severe as it turned out to be. Yet the reasons as to why they did not expect the hurricane to be so
bad were different. First of all, some of the respondents who consciously experienced Hurricane Luis
(this was the heaviest hurricane in Sint Maarten previous to Hurricane Irma) in 1995 thought it would
be similar to Luis, therefore causing a certain level of expectations. For example Clara, a 42 year old
woman, said:
“I experienced a few hurricanes prior to that, so I didn‟t think Irma was going to be as strong as it was,
or as devastating as it was. We pretty much prepared, we had enough water and food cans and stuff.
But, I provided enough food cans and stuff for like just a week, and that didn‟t work out, because it
was…gosh it was horrible. It was one of the strongest hurricanes we have experienced, it traumatized
me. Even I didn‟t realize it until I was back with my family.” -R3 Clara

Some of the younger generation women, who had heard from the older generation that it would be
similar to Luis therefore expected Irma not to be as bad as it was. A second reason was that some
women experienced the warning messages spread through the news, radio, or internet as clear, but
not did not act upon them because these were not thought of as „serious‟. Moreover, some other
women found that the warning messages were not clear, too last minute, or just did not expect
anything bad at all. Maria said:
“I actually did not take the hurricane serious because Sint Maarten, they have a way of telling you how
bad it is, five minutes before it happens. Everyone is like, it is just a tropical storm, and I am like, okay.” R7 Maria

A Dutch woman who migrated to Sint Maarten about 30 years ago explained how she and her
husband would take control in knowing what to expect during hurricane season. This could indicate
that for her the national warning messages themselves would not be sufficient enough.

„‟We keep a really good track. We know that when a low pressure area comes loose from Africa, we
keep an eye out. You know that you get about a week, and you keep an eye on where it is heading and
how strong it is. And depending on how strong it is, we know how we need to prepare.‟‟ - R15 Lisa

A dwindling disaster preparedness culture
The fact that expectations about hurricane Irma were exceeded for many could be partially explained
by how authorities dealt with this too. Indeed, the last biggest hit before Irma was Hurricane Luis.
According to a government official, after Luis „‟the disaster system was built up, and all of those things
came into play. But then ten years down the line, nothing happens and you are like relaxed‟‟ (R22
Government), with another reason being you do not directly see the benefits, profit-wise, of the
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investment in disaster management. The „disaster memory‟ seems to have faded over the years,
causing the disaster preparedness culture to dwindle. Nonetheless, the government aims for meetings
at least once a month to make sure some preparations are in place. When asked about preparation
approaches for different groups in society it was mentioned that there „‟are procedures and protocols
that are in place, but a lot of time these days we require funds, funding. And we are not one of the
richest countries in the world, islands in the world. So for certain things you cannot take the whole
burden of. So we prepare, we have shelters for people that don‟t think their home is safe‟‟ and that
„‟based on a census, [the government] would have an idea [of different groups in society]‟‟ (R22
Government).

Furthermore, another government official said that indeed they [the government] give information, e.g.
through radio messages and information sessions with partner agencies, on how the population must
prepare themselves, but that the hurricane exceeded people‟s expectations: „‟I think that with Irma
people don‟t realize what type of hurricane or disaster was coming towards us‟‟ (R17 Government).
Nonetheless, he found that the preparation and planning of people for the hurricane makes a big
difference in how vulnerable they are to a hurricane, regardless for example their income or gender.

Summary
The level of expectation of the women depended either on their previous experience of Hurricane Luis,
or on the warning messages of the authorities. There was one exception where a woman, Lisa, took
matters into her own hand, and monitored the hurricane herself. It seems the warning messages were
experienced as insufficient because it did not motivate all to take the warnings that serious. Indeed,
the authorities themselves also found that due to the last hurricane being a while ago, the disaster
mind set was lacking. This could have had implications for how women perceived the seriousness of
Hurricane Irma.

5.2 Lived experiences: preparing for Hurricane Irma
This section will elaborate on the preparations the women said they took, and whether these
preparations differed due to background characteristics of these women. Furthermore, this section
aims to understand how the general gender roles shape the preparing for a hurricane.

Preparation strategies and possibilities
Despite the moderate level of expectation of the hurricane‟s severity, many women prepared for the
hurricane nonetheless, in one way or another. Preparations could include packing up valuables,
buying food cans, rice, and water, and placing hurricane shutters on the windows. Due to the
devastating power of Irma the preparations undertaken were often experienced as inadequate to
remain self-reliant or even useless after the hurricane. For example, one elderly lady said how
everything got wet with sea water, causing the cans of food to rust in a couple of days. „‟So all what
you spend your money buying, you had to throw‟‟ (R8 Lindsey), indicating that it felt like a waste to
have spent the money. For some it comes naturally that during hurricane season you prepare and set
money aside, but women with a lower income reported more difficulty in being able to make certain
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preparations. Kiara, a mother with young children, said how she was not able to prepare food and
water, time wise and moneywise:
“Because the day of the [hurricane], I was working. And the same, right next day was the hurricane. And
I was working and I didn‟t get paid or nothing, I get paid like 2 months after the hurricane.” -R16 Kiara

Additionally, Kiara said how she does not have friends or family that could support her. She does have
a partner, but according to the quote above it seems he was not able to help out either, they also did
not live together. Contrary to Kiara, other women with a low income were often able to make some
preparations with the help of family or other connections. Monique said that her mother was able to
help with stuff such as food, as well as her husband's employer who gave them some supplies.

Many women who did not perceive their own living place as safe enough, were able to seek shelter,
before the hurricane hit, at a friend or family member‟s place who had a stronger constructed house or
lived in areas that were perceived as safer where e.g. flooding wouldn‟t happen. Other than that, some
women had constructed their house with concrete, to make sure their house would be strong enough
to withstand a hurricane. These are women from a higher income level. One woman, also with a
higher income, wanted to do this, but got hindered by her landlord to build a concrete wall in their
house. She and her family chose to remain in their house during the hurricane, thinking they could
prepare their house in other ways which would make it safe enough.

Responsibilities in the household
Almost all women said that the preparation between her and the husband or partner was equal. In the
bigger picture, the responsibilities in the household across gender does not exactly coincide with that.
The gender roles in Sint Maarten are not easily unravelled due to the many different cultures, religions,
ethnicities, and languages that are present in the country. However, according to many respondents, a
common thread throughout the Caribbean, also in Sint Maarten, is machismo and the matriarch
archetype that exist simultaneously, both relating to a type of power. Machismo comes back as „‟men
finds men to be at the top‟‟ (R2 Janice), „‟the man being the dominant figure because he makes most
of the money‟‟ (R22 Government) acts of „‟catcalling‟‟ (R21 NGO) and being a “roadrunner‟‟ with a lot
of girls and not being „‟faithful‟‟ (R8) but that they want to have someone „‟to feed them and look after
them‟‟ (R9 Alexia).

On the other hand the matriarch comes up often, in which the woman is the prominent figure,
especially within a household setting. The head in a single-parent household is often female, in which
“the women are going to take the decisions, all the type of decisions, about the children about the
finance all those type of things” (R17 Government). In so-called nuclear families, the man is generally
seen as the head of the household because of his job or income, but the woman is often seen as the
one who „‟runs the family‟‟ (R18 Government). One respondent illustrated this by saying:

„‟[..] it is kind of funny because in a lot of Caribbean households, the last sentence is always „‟go ask
your mother‟‟. So, perhaps the man is a breadwinner, perhaps he is somewhat the decision-maker qua
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large family issues etcetera. But when it comes to the actual role of housekeeping and keeping the
family together, that is usually the women‟s role‟‟ - R21 NGO

Thus, the mind-set is often that the man in the household is the main breadwinner and the woman
takes up a caring role, while simultaneously being the mother you don‟t mess with. However,
nowadays often both the man and woman work, due to the high living costs in Sint Maarten.
Additionally it seems to happen that sometimes „‟the man can‟t find a job and the woman therefore
becomes the main breadwinner of the household‟‟ (R19 NGO) and women are „‟picking up the slack
that the man would normally do‟‟ (R3 Clara). Women in Sint Maarten are very often labelled as
„‟strong‟‟, by others as well as by themselves. They don‟t always want to be or need to be dependent
on a male counterpart. Women are very well able to „‟take care of themselves‟‟ (R20 NGO), and it
seems this notion has increased over the years.

The reason that women find the responsibilities to be equal (this is of course different when it comes to
a single-headed household) is perhaps due to the shift of women generally not feeling dependent on a
man. The interviews seem to indicate that the feeling of independence of women has increased in the
past years, perhaps the last ten to twenty years. A main reason for this shift is that the cost of living in
Sint Maarten is very high, causing more women to be in the workforce. Multiple pay-checks are
needed to take care of the family, whether this takes shape in a nuclear family or a single headed
household. With more women in the workforce it seems some realisations entered women‟s lives such
as they “do the same thing a man can do‟‟ (R9 Alexia) and “they make their own money now so they
don‟t have to take anything, they can say „‟you know what you go your way I go mine‟‟ (R22
Government). For example, one respondent mentioned that:
“more women are becoming more dominant, and the men you know they do what they need to do, the
fill in, but if they don‟t fare well, she moved on, she is gone, and she takes care of her kids herself, and
works a two jobs, and she raise them‟‟ - R18 Governmental institution

The machismo culture in that sense is taking some punches, which is illustrated by another
respondent:

“I see a lot of men in the bars, so they are not staying home. And before, perhaps, it was okay, that they
don‟t stay home, but I think that is changing too. And I think that is why they are getting a lot of punches,
because the women are saying hey „‟what do you do? Where is your value?‟‟ You walk around believing
“I can sleep with Sally, I can sleep with Pamela, I can sleep with Tamara”. Fine if they get you a chance,
take it. But I‟m my boss, I‟m my children‟s boss, I‟m the boss of my house, if you have five dollars to
contribute, put it on the table, and if you don‟t, keep walking mister. When I have needs I will call you„‟ R26 Governmental

Along with that shift, some women find men also to pitch in more nowadays when it comes to
household care. As explained before, many people experience that tasks in a household are equally
shared. One respondent for example mentioned that her husband, and also a male colleague that she
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knows of „‟does the cooking, and he enjoys doing the cooking, because his wife works at night. So
then he would do the cooking, and if he has to do laundry then he does it‟‟ (R1 Anna). These types of
shifts could be perhaps related to women finding the preparation for a hurricane to be equal as well.

But when it comes to e.g. the situation of Kiara, which was described before, being independent is not
so easy when there is no financial and social safety net. So even though women significantly show
independence and are taking a strong stance, when their income is too low and they cannot rely on a
social safety net, they either remain dependent on a man or jeopardize their own wellbeing by working
round the clock to be able to provide for their children:
“[..] this is a tourist economy, hospitality is not the highest paid jobs. And that is where a lot of women
are. And a lot of them don‟t even have one job, they have four jobs. Casino dealer by night, cleaner five
o‟clock in the morning, seven o‟clock they‟re in a store stand getting ready to stand up. And you ask
yourself, how do they function? Are they serving breakfast at 7, and then at 9 o‟clock they are selling
clothes.‟‟ – R26 Governmental

It is mostly the female single-headed households that need to deal with this. Family and household
structures deviate a lot according to the respondents. There is for example the nuclear family,
cohabitation, single fathers, and the extended family. But the single mothers are often mentioned as a
majority, which is another common thread that runs through the Caribbean, in which either the father
contributes to a certain level, or is completely absent.

Summary
Even though men pitch in more nowadays, and many women found that responsibilities in households
are equally shared, the general gender roles reveal that it is often still the woman that is responsible
for the household (e.g. food, water, and childcare), with exceptions here and there. Yet, it did not
explicitly emerge in the interviews that when it came to preparing for a hurricane it was the woman‟s
responsibility. What clearly surfaced however is that financial as well as social safety nets are
regarded as very important factors to be able to prepare for a hurricane.

5.3 Lived experiences: the night of the hurricane
This section is devoted to illustrating the night of Hurricane Irma to give the reader an impression of
the devastating power of the hurricane. Three women‟s stories are quoted, after which the
accompanied feelings and emotions that arose during and after the hurricane are elaborated on.

Hurricane Irma’s devastating power
The passing of Hurricane Irma during the night of 5 to 6 September is a vivid and traumatic memory
for many. This first story was told by Clara, who together with her, at the time, two year old son went
over to a friend‟s house for safety, or so she thought. The friend herself was not there but the son of
this friend was at this house too. Clara‟s partner stayed at another friend‟s house.
“[L]ike I said, I thought I was going to my friend‟s house for a better safety, but up there, there is one
way in and one way out of Point Blanche. So I went up on the hill, I figured: okay they have electricity,
they have shutters, the roof is concrete, it will be okay. But apparently something hit the shutter and
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broke it, and then it started rattling, and after that the window caved in, the sliding up their house, I think
the generator fell over and broke the laundry door. Eventually the house started to flood, all the windows
were blown indoors, we went to safety in the bathroom, and the pressure of the wind, and your ears
popping. They had a dog, so the dog came in the bathroom with us. The dog was scared. The son was
leaning against the door to prevent the door from blowing in. It was the three of us and the dog. So after
the wind died down, when the eye was over us, I took the opportunity to pack some things and run next
door to the neighbour‟s house. And we both did so, so I went outside to see if I could go in the jeep, but
the windows were blown in and I look down the hill and the whole sea came in, so there was no way to
get out of Point Blanche, because the whole road was blocked, the whole sea came in. You see part of
the road there, and then nothing else, just water. So I was like, there is no way we are going to be able
to leave this area. So we went to the neighbour‟s house, and then the second part, after the eye
passed, his house roof is already blown off, part of it. His glass was blown in, so him, me, and some
other girls that were there, we all went in his one bedroom and my friend‟s son went down to another
neighbour's house. The guy‟s house started...the roof started to lift. These girls in there started crying,
and I am holding my baby, and he is crying because of the pressure of the wind, and it was giving ear
aches. And I didn‟t sleep that night, he didn‟t sleep. When the hurricane passed, I look for a way to get
out.„‟ –R3 Clara

The second story was told by Anna, who stayed in her house together with her partner and her young
son. They had boarded up their house, thinking it would be safe enough like that, even though they
had wanted to install more concrete walls in their house a few years earlier but weren‟t allowed to do
so.

“And then what happened was around eleven, the wind picked up a bit. After twelve I‟m like...has this
thing passed yet? And he is telling me, no. What do you mean? All of that and it has not passed yet?
No, well. Around one, two in the morning, on our end, we are closer to the northern side, because we
are facing French Quarter. So whatever direction it was passing, one minute everything was fine. Got
up, went to the bathroom, came back in, the wind was picking up. I‟m like…but you are not hearing
anything like a train passing, you are not hearing that. You just hearing the whooo whooo whooo. And
then, after two all of a sudden, you hear WOOF, that was the sound of the wind pulling our window out.
It actually sucked the window out. When it sucked the window out, we took our bedhead, and we had
our impact gun, it was already ready we had our bits, everything there. In just we could just ZHHZHH
[imitating sound of securing things]. So we took our bed head and ZHHZHH, and put it over that. Fine,
we went down to my sons bed room to tell him to get up, because then at least we are going to one
room in the house, if anything happens at least we are together, and we have everything prepared. By
the time we go down and wake him up to get him to go to the bathroom to pee and go back his window
is gone. So we took his bedhead and started to put it in. Just when we finished putting his stuff I‟m
telling, well my hubby is telling my son, get the garbage bag and put in your stuff that we said we were
going to put in. Fine, by the time we put in the stuff, he is standing there he is shocked because he has
seen the window go. So now I basically have to dress him, so what I did is, I told him: put on your
school shoes, and make sure to put on his jacket with the hoodie, and move him to the bathroom. I took
the garbage bag with his schoolbooks and everything, and his school bag was on his back when he
went to the bathroom, we put his underwear and clothes everything that we had there already and put it
in his bag, we took his flashlight, and everything we know had to go with, put it in the bag went to the
bathroom and gave it to him. While I‟m giving it to him, my hubby is in our room getting the stuff that we
prepared, putting it in the garbage bag moving it. When I‟m coming out of the bathroom now, he is
giving me the bags. By the time he is giving me bag, all we are hearing is like when a can opener is
opening something, because now the roof is starting to go. Yep it is starting to go. So we grabbed all we
could grab, we grab our passports, bag, everything and put them in the five garbage bags, and move it
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into the bathroom, in the back of the wall where the shower is. My son is in the back there, he is crying
because he is scared, I go in with him, and then my hubby now is closing the bathroom door, but the
wind…because the rest of the house, it‟s already pulled, everything is gone, so he is now fighting with
the bathroom door, to try and get it to close. By the time he get it closed, and comes in to the back
where we are by the wall, a two by four comes through the door, literally comes through the door and
hits the wall that we are hiding behind. By that time the rest of the house is gone. So we are in the
bathroom and we are just there and we are waiting for the storm to subside. So all 03:50, 4 o‟clock, we
are in the bathroom. Around 05:15, 05:30, somewhere around there, it started to die down. Then we
could hear my cousin who lives at the back by us, she is like where the elevator is and there is a gate
separating our homes. So she is calling, „I can‟t hear you are you alright?‟ And we are calling, „we are
here, we are here‟. Now we have to try and get out of the bathroom, because everything from the house
is blocking the door. So he had to now kick the door to move the debris. When we got out, he took our
son over, I brought two bags, and he came back in the house for the other two, I came back for one,
and put everything in there. When we were between going and passing quickly, we realized the
neighbourhood is gone. All houses in our area gone. The neighbour in the front of me, the neighbour
next to me, the neighbour in the front of me, roof gone. This house did not have anyone in it, but
everything inside was gone. [...] It was so frightening that nobody even thought‟ hey you call 919, 912,
911‟ nothing is going to happen because no one can get in to us.” –R1 Anna

The last story to illustrate the severity of the hurricane was told by Maria, a 24 year old woman living
by herself who did not seek shelter.

“I just crack my windows up a little, and I am home normal. Everybody is fully prepared, but I am just
like, they said it is just a tropical storm, you guys are overreacting. So I am just home, chilling, and then
I actually went to sleep with the windows completely open, and I guess that was good somehow,
because the wind was passing through. But when the hurricane really happened I got trapped in my
house for four days. And I am actually in the bathroom, because they had a tree that was right behind
my house and it fell right on top. So it basically just fell and my roof fly, so the whole middle part of the
house was just wet, I was in the bathroom. After the hurricane one of my friends, he lives in the French
side, he was like, he is hearing about everybody, but he is not hearing about me. Now, my family lives
Dutch Quarter, and they had security stuff, so they couldn‟t pass to come check on me. [...] I didn‟t really
have food, but it was kind of like wet, and soggy, and mud everywhere, and it was not wise to eat it, I
could probably die from it. It was really dirty. But I was okay, I had water. I had three bottles of water.” –
R7 Maria

The geographic location did not seem to make much of a difference to the damage done to houses, as
the respondents‟ houses were scattered over Sint Maarten (see figure 11 in Appendix 1), but all
affected, some worse than others. The Red Cross estimated that 91% of the buildings in Sint Maarten
were damaged, with 50% suffering average or worse damage (Red Cross, 2018). Why one house got
affected more than the other could depend on many factors. Reasons that came up were e.g.
depending on the level of being sheltered or surrounded by bigger buildings, or living in a slum where
dirty water can overflow. Figure 9 provides an image of example of a damaged house.
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Figure 9. Example of a destroyed house after Hurricane Irma

The emotional damage
Fortunately none of the women interviewed got physically injured. Nonetheless, the emotional damage
was evident. Hurricane Irma was „scary‟, „traumatizing‟, „frightening‟, „a nightmare‟, „causing panic‟, or
„frustrating‟ (one not excluding the other) for everyone. Some argued that if this were to happen again
they would rather not be in Sint Maarten. After Hurricane Irma for some women the urge to leave Sint
Maarten arose as a temporary escape to cope with the hurricane‟s effects; of course this was only
possible when it was affordable. For example, an elderly lady went back to Curacao, her country or
origin for a little while, and another younger woman went to the U.S. with some financial help from her
mother. For the latter woman, Hurricane Maria which landed on Sint Maarten two weeks after Irma
was the last straw for her:

„‟After Irma I feel like I got damaged mentally, and when they said Maria was coming after, I was like I
really don‟t…I‟m really not in the mood for this right now. So I was just in the house and I basically like
gave up on like Sint Maarten, and being here. I was ready to catch a flight.‟‟ - R7 Maria

Most respondents found that traumatic feeling to be temporary, or only triggered when think back to
the hurricane. Clara for example, from the first story above, said:
“after the six months I would say, any high wind blow or rain I started to panic, and now I‟m thinking
about tsunamis and prepacking stuff, and have a grab bag” -R3 Clara

Clara said how she personally did not feel that she needed therapy, but thought that other people who
had not lived in the Caribbean or had not grown up in Sint Maarten would probably be in need of
therapy. For some women this traumatic feeling turned into practical worries (e.g. housing, children,
food), which will be elaborated on later. Some older women participated in activities from NGOs that
focused on handing out food, such as bread, to feel useful while simultaneously seeing that there are
some people worse off than themselves. Even though this research does not set out to compare men
to women, it is interesting to note here is how a governmental respondent said he saw more men with
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psychological problems that had to be referred to a mental health institution, with a possible reason
being pride that inhibited showing the emotional impact of the hurricane (R25 Government).

Summary
The first common element of the stories is that they all illustrate the devastating power of hurricane
Irma. The second common element for these women, and most others in this research, is that the
hurricane was a scary and traumatic experience. For two women who felt emotionally instable, the
second hurricane Maria, felt like the last straw. Both women however, remained able to cope with it
mentally. What seems to happen is that for some women the feeling of trauma turned into a practical
worry, which will be described in the next sub chapter.

5.4 Lived experiences: short and long term recovery
This section describes the factors that contributed to the aid the women did or did not receive from
NGOs and governments on the shorter and longer term.

Receiving aid and becoming self-reliant
Whereas the geographical area of the house did not seem to make a significant difference to house
damage, the geographical area did seem to make a difference to receiving of certain aid and help.
This was noticed on both the side of the women receiving aid, as well as on the side of organisations
providing aid. The main aim of many organisations was to provide aid and care. One NGO respondent
mentioned how dependency on the emergency help lasted for three months, due to many logistical
routes for resources being out of order: Sint Maarten is dependent on many other countries for its
resources, such as food, gasoline, and building materials. During this period organisations were
involved in mass distribution of food and water items, cooked meals, as well as non-food items such
as tarpaulin and hygiene products. According to a respondent from an NGO, aid took long because
Sint Maarten was not prepared enough and there was also not a lot of „‟manpower and logistics‟‟ (R20
NGO) that inhibited a smooth distribution of the goods. Issues with coordination amongst the
organisations and the government were seen as a barrier for a good approach, also to properly
unravel where needs lie. One NGO said:
“We noticed together if we coordinate better with each other, then we can start earlier with tackling the
vulnerable groups on this island. [...] Because every organisation was just doing its own thing there was
little coordination and a lot of frustration. [...] An employee from an elderly home even thought: “this is
taking too long, annoying organisations, annoying government, I will just help the elderly in this home
myself”. [....] So we didn‟t organise it too well with each other.‟‟ - R19 NGO

Many organisations would let the public know they were going to be in a certain area, after which
people could come and pick up a bag or box of items. Due to where someone lived and the planning
of coordination, there were issues with accessibility to the aid:
„‟It was available to everyone, but not everybody could make it, because either the roads were blocked
or there was a lot of debris. We were in a certain neighbourhood, another neighbourhood did not
necessarily get because maybe it was not accessible or maybe the planning was not done as
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efficient[ly] as it should have been, because people scrambled to help others, you maybe forget one
neighbourhood, or two neighbourhoods. Not everybody got.‟‟ -R20 NGO

Indeed, similarly, with regards to the geographical area and aid, Anna who was on the receiving end
said:
“The thing is, they only could assist persons in certain areas, and the area where my sister lives is not
on that list. So we were not being able to get help.‟‟ - R1 Anna

Furthermore, in the areas where aid was handed out for some it felt like luck if you were able to get
some, because you would not know exactly when and where the help would be. One woman said that
when you see them pass, or you are at home, or others would yell „yoohoo they are coming‟, you
could receive aid.

When asked about the aid or help the women received, different experiences came up. For some the
aid and the help came about easily. For example they received tools from the government or/and
NGOs such as tarpaulin and a big plastic container with aid material. On the other hand, some women
felt they barely got any help, which became an even bigger worry when there were (their own) children
involved that needed feeding.

„‟[I]t was eight of us in the house. I would get one bottle of water, you know like the bottle you buy in the
store for 1.50. One! [...] And they would give us that and two tins of sausage and that was basically it.
We got that for a couple of days, so we was just like, how we supposed to survive like this? We have
babies here! So the water, just basically give it to them to drink their bottle. We was basically going by
neighbours, going by other people to see who could help us out. That is basically how it went” -R7 Maria

Maria, from the above quote, went to her family for temporary housing in a district, Dutch Quarter. She
felt like that district was not helped as much as other districts. In addition to that she mentioned how
she experienced the importance of connections to be able to receive help. After staying with her
family, she has a place to stay at a friend‟s house at the time of the interview. When she came there
she saw, to her surprise, several aid boxes: “So when we came into this house he had a whole, like 4
boxes of stuff from Irma, that they were giving out. And I am like how did you get 4 boxes, I couldn‟t
even get a bag?! But he is a politician, so of course they give the politicians first.” (R7 Maria). Maria
was not the only one who thought that certain connections, especially connections with the political
sector would be beneficial to receiving aid. A governmental respondent explained the government
aimed at gathering knowledge about the needs of people through the following structure:

„‟Within a disaster we are working from [the ESF structure], we have three points: strategic, tactical and
operational. There are vertical lines, from the top till bottom, so we are getting information from
operation, the operation must have contact with the population and based on those types of things, and
assessments we are going to take the sessions on every level.” -R17 Governmental
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This does not seem to correspond to the experiences of some of the women needing and/or receiving
aid materials as disparities came forward and feelings of frustration and discrimination emerged.
Furthermore, two other women mentioned how thought they might not have looked poor enough, e.g.
due to the size of their house, to receive aid. A governmental respondent however recognized after
Hurricane Irma the need to know and understand where needs lie. The government now, after
Hurricane Irma, aims to create a better census, taking an example of the Dominican Republic:

„‟[T]hey can tell you exactly how much people live in a district, and what kind of homes they‟re living: if
their home is from wood, if their home is from concrete, if they live close to a river, because then they
are seen as an area that is stricken hard because the river might overflow and flood the area, they have
that all documented, they know how many women are there, how much children, so if the area gets
damaged they know „‟we have fifty babies there, so we have to look for baby food for fifty‟‟ there is, let‟s
just give an example…‟‟150 women, so we need female products and those types of things‟‟. And right
now Sint Maarten is also busy to get that same kind of project going.‟‟ - R22 Governmental

As a solution to the little help some received it became common that people themselves started to
help each other out in multiple ways, which after about a month and a half disappeared as things
started to go back to normal (e.g. electricity came back and stores started to open). During this period
of solidarity some would even register for a food voucher programme, so they could give the food to
somebody who would not make it on that list for some reason. Monique for example said:

“[L]ike my neighbour lost almost everything, so I was giving them food as well. Once a hurricane hits,
and you notice somebody in need, everybody comes together and helps out. And after that everybody
just goes their separate ways.” -R14 Monique

Contrasting to this finding, NGO and governmental respondents found that the society of Sint Maarten
is becoming more individualised. It seems that the help people gave each other at community level did
not last as long as it did twenty years ago. Compared to previous storms or disasters, people now
helped each other out for a shorter period of time, at community level. Some respondents explain this
because people are seen to be more materialistic. At the very beginning people would want to help
each other, but after a while they want to make some money with services they provide for others.
This shift could make it more difficult for certain groups:

„‟[I]t is becoming living together in a capitalistic way. Bringing that back to gender: if you are already
struggling as a single parent, or a single woman and senior, and when in society families do not support
each other as much, or neighbours don‟t keep an eye out anymore for people who are struggling, they
are the first groups where networks fall away‟‟ –R19 NGO

This materialism also showed in the increase of looting after the hurricane, and how this turned into a
matter of feelings of safety for some women. A respondent from an NGO linked the looting to the
individualised society, and a need to secure the future.
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“For me, I would be assuming if I tell you why, but I perceive that, because you have had that
endangerment in 95, people were subtle in helping each other. And now they become, it was a type of
greed, like let us prey on other things or people, preying meaning that if a supermarket is broken, let‟s
finish breaking it and take all that we can for ourselves. Because you know, I mean, you don‟t have a
house, what are you doing with an artificial plant or flower? You understand what I am saying? [...] They
just wanted to secure their future, which was just taken away from them. Because if you don‟t have a
roof, what are you going to be doing with a chair? That is all going to be wet. People was no longer
looking for food, they was more looking for what they could get. And that is something, it was mass. And
you find that military, as soon as they flew in, was very very strict in that area.‟‟ –R24 NGO

Women with different backgrounds had different opinions about the looting. Women with a
marginalised background understood why the looting happened. None of them participated in the
looting, but understood. Nonetheless, one woman explicitly mentioned how the curfews due to the
looting limited her freedom of movement when searching for water in the district she was staying, as
well as feelings of safety:
“So when they came they point the gun and say: „go back in the house, and if you don‟t go back in the
house I‟m going to shoot‟. That happened twice, so we never really left the house after that. So we just
stayed in the house, and when they were gone we tried to sneak out of the house and leave, but if we
leave then you cannot come back, so you kind of need to know the times.“ –R7 Maria

Women, who are better-off in that sense, found the looting horrible, even worse than the
hurricane itself. One woman in particular because she saw how this could affect feelings of
safety:
“The natural disaster you can‟t prevent, but this [looting] was bizarre. […] People got really scared who
were living in Pelican where gangs were robbing houses. That is really not nice. That is just really scary,
because you start to feel unsafe.‟‟ R15 Lisa

Finding shelter
Going back to the topic of aid given by organisations and the government, it is difficult to know what
factors exactly, other than geographic location and possibly connections, contributed to women
receiving more or less help. Women, both from lower class and middle to higher class, did or did not
receive help. One factor that was notable was how a, at that time, pregnant woman felt she was
helped to a shelter after the hurricane because she was pregnant. „If I wasn‟t pregnant, they wouldn‟t
have stopped me [to go to a shelter]‟ (R9 Alexia). The same NGO provided her with materials such as
pampers as well, as she was due for labour soon. Even though she was happy to find shelter, she
found it problematic that the dump nearby caught fire and released toxic chemicals and she made the
difficult decision to give the child to the mother of the baby‟s father for safety. After these emergency
10

shelters closed she was unable to register for a t-shelter (transitional shelters) , due to her
undocumented status. The mother of the baby‟s father provided her with a small place to stay. In
contrast with her story, another woman who was in a somewhat similar situation was granted access
to this t-shelter, because she was a legal resident.
10

The last t-shelter at the time of the data collection was going to close in about two to three months, and therefore existed for about 2.5 years.
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Indeed, so-called t-shelters came into existence after the hurricane to provide people with a roof over
their head while they were searching for a new place to live. The t-shelter worked with a team of social
workers and psychologists. Governmental initiatives or initiatives with a governmental involvement,
had requirements in place to see if somebody would be eligible. Requirements for the t-shelter
included: people had to be legal residents, be documented, and have an issue that was hurricane
related. At the t-shelter people would then receive help with finding a job, a house, and build back
confidence, with the goal to:
„‟reintegrate them back into the society, as quick as possible, as stable as possible, and get whatever
resources connected to them so they could get their houses repaired, get the materials they need. Get
them medical insurance, get whatever they need, we did that to get them back on their feet.‟‟ -R18
Governmental Institution

However, in the case of Alexia this t-shelter was not an option because she is undocumented. In Sint
Maarten there are about 40,000 residents, and it is speculated there are an additional 15,000 to
20,000 undocumented people on the island. This group of people caused some discussion among
NGO and governmental help, as they are often not eligible for certain help such as the food voucher
programme and longer term shelter. Nonetheless, respondents from NGOs and the government also
recognize that „‟many undocumented women lost their job” (R19 NGO). The topic of the
undocumented people seems to be a sensitive and conflicting issue „‟because you are going against
government policy to a certain extent. In order to legally live on this island there is a process you have
to follow, you are here, and you need help‟‟ (R23 Government). But on the other hand, where
undocumented people from Venezuela were taken as an example, it is recognized that:
„‟[t]hey also need help, they are victims in their own country, so they come and live here, where they can
make an honest job, they are honest people. But they are not registered, so what does that translate to?
All the money that they make goes to their country, and no taxes are being paid. So therefore there is
no money for government to pay people.‟‟ - R23 Governmental institution

An NGO respondent said the undocumented people were a huge topic of conversation within the
disaster management, as well as how these people are more vulnerable because they do not have
„‟access to national safeguards‟‟ (R21 NGO). The problem is also two-fold because:
„‟we have also heard of a lot of situations of persons whose parents arrived here illegally, but
unfortunately their parents did not go through the process of [registering] them, now you have a kid, who
is born and raised, and knows nothing but Sint Maarten, but is an illegal person. I think that is a portion
of the population we can truly address.‟‟ - R21 NGO

Specifically for the reason of undocumented people being possibly excluded from certain help, one
NGO chose to not ask people about their residential status when handing out food vouchers and doing
emergency repairs:
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„‟We told all the involved parties that we won‟t specifically aim for undocumented, but that we are just
not going to ask the question. In many other projects people need to prove they are legally on Sint
Maarten. In our programme we said, ignorance is bliss.‟‟ -R19 NGO

With regards to gender mainstreaming, shelters were mentioned as places where needs of women
were taken in to account by the government:

„‟[O]nly thing that we have, and that is not in the preparation but more in the aftermath, for instance a
shelter, we make a distinction between genders, we are not putting everyone together [..] it is based
also on experience of 1995, where we also had shelters and there were cases of rape, and that is for us
one of the things‟‟ –R17 Governmental

Building back a house
With regard to longer term or recovery aid some different and similar experiences arose. When women
were able to apply for a governmental home repair programme, and met the requirements to receive
the help, many women were of the opinion that it took too long. This caused the women to find help
elsewhere or when possible, taking matters in their own hands. Danielle, a woman who lost her whole
house, explained:
“They were too late. You had to get up early in the morning and go give your name, and then you give
up your name now, then two years after you are still waiting. And when they do call, you done your roof
already. It was too late with certain things‟ - R10 Danielle

Class did not seem to make a difference here, as Danielle was from a lower class, and two other
women from a higher class experienced something similar. The only difference is that women from a
higher class can buy materials themselves, while Danielle for example was dependent on financial
support from e.g. friends and family. Although recognized by the women that for many others this
recovery help did work out well, two elderly ladies who received some recovery help from the
government experienced it as insufficient, as e.g. leaking continued to be a problem. Women that
received partial or no help from the government often found help and received some materials from
NGOs, soldiers, churches, or other connections.

Relating this back to gender mainstreaming, one NGO representative discussed how her NGO finds
that gender mainstreaming is only possible, time wise, to start implementing during the early recovery
phase. During the emergency it comes down to helping who can be helped, and only afterwards time
becomes available to target different groups. In this quote there is an implication that gender
mainstreaming, in the opinion of the respondent, translates to „women first‟, which was not the
approach they took:

„‟The vulnerable groups were tackled quite quickly, because they already belonged to a group. Groups
that didn‟t belong to anything were only tackled in the phases afterwards. [...] When you start with longterm recovery you can bring a new layer to it. In none of the criteria I have seen „women first‟, in most
cases it is, seniors, people with a disability, and single-headed households first, and for as well the
undocumented people‟‟ - R19 NGO
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Attachment to the home and a sense of normalcy
For many the material damage afterwards gave an extra dimension to worries, emotionally as well as
practically. After the night of the hurricane many women would go up to their own house to see the
damage inflicted. Seeing the damage caused a traumatic feeling for some because the material
belongings they worked hard for in their lives was gone. For some women, material belongings stood
for achievement in life. Danielle emotionally spoke about how in the past she worked two jobs a day
only to see all her things down in alley:
„‟[W]hen you are coming up, watching your machine down the hill, your microwave down the hill, your
radio down the hill, you...it tear you up inside. Because for instance I am telling my son I have...
„‟Mommy, leave the machine full here with water‟‟ I fill it and leave it with water, you know, you gotta
secure water to use, you know. So I leave it full, next thing you know, it is down. The hurricane was
hard.“ -R10 Danielle

Women who did not experience a big financial struggle were able to better cope with their damaged
house. An older lady, who lives together with her daughter, did not experience a financial struggle due
to the daughter‟s good salary and herself having two pensions. She said she is just taking it easy and
is going upwards slowly but surely. Another woman explained how it was rather frustrating that some
furniture got damaged or wet, but the material belongings seem to have a less symbolic meaning for
women when there is not so much a financial struggle to replace them.

Women with a higher income seemed to have less trouble building back their previous house, or
finding a new place. For example by having saved money to rebuild, or they find a new house or
apartment. For example, Janice was able, together with her husband, to choose for social housing, but
did not like the neighbourhood so much in relation to feelings of safety and found a better apartment
elsewhere, which was not social housing. Some of the women applied for governmental help for home
repair, and some did not, as they thought it to be inappropriate to others who really needed the help.
Nonetheless, due to governmental aid coming about very slowly, women often took matters into their
own hands with fixing up their damaged house.

“In November [2019] they sent the technical team and they came and saw that we already put up all the
blocks everything, they just started to take measurements for our windows, but we can‟t wait for the
NRPB we got to keep moving” - R1 Anna

A contrast emerged between women having a choice as to their new house or apartment, or rebuilding
their damaged house, versus women not (easily) getting a chance to find a new place to live. The rent
prices went up or doubled, which was noted by all respondents, causing difficulties to be able to pay
the rent when income was not sufficient.

“So normally you could get apartments for like 500, 600…right now it is like a 1000 dollars for an
apartment, and sometimes it is just a one bedroom. So then after that they would tell you they want
deposit security, and one month rent. So you talking about 3000 dollars just to move in, and that is
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without current and water. So I would say, it is still hard, I am looking for a place and it is like, it is not
easy.” - R7 Maria

The difficulty of finding or repairing a home caused women to rely on others for temporary housing,
and some still do up to today. The financial situation of women in this research was and is not the only
barrier to finding a new home. First, because landlords would rather rent their place to a couple that
both have an income, which thus has implications for single women. Secondly, one woman, a mother
of four children, said that a big barrier was that many landlords refuse children. She is very worried
about this as she has been looking for a new living place for two years already and the t-shelter in
which she currently resides, will close soon. Third, a woman who is staying at a friend‟s house
experiences a preference for male tenants. And lastly, if a person wanted to get your home fixed within
a home repair programme a difficulty that could emerge is that the home has to either be in their name
or they need permission of the landowner. This is worrisome as the value of a having a home is
considered by many to contribute to a sense of normalcy. As Kiara says:
“Well as long as I get a home I think everything will be normal” – R16 Kiara

In addition to that many women lost their job, making it even more difficult. In Sint Maarten the majority
that work in the hospitality sector is female, a sector that was basically non-existent after the
hurricane. Jobs that remained are for example governmental jobs or working in the health sector. Jobs
did not only provide financial stability and a possibility to build back, they also added to a sense of
normalcy after hurricane Irma. As this research took place 2.5 years after the hurricane, some of the
respondents did find a new job, while some remain unemployed. These women are dependent on
their partner, family, or outside help.

Summary
In this section it became clear that the aid received was generally experienced as insufficient by many,
regardless of women‟s background characteristics. The experiences illustrate how there was a
difference between the aid received, yet sometimes unclear why this exactly was different.
Furthermore it is argued how aid on the longer term, e.g. housing and jobs, was beneficial to gaining
sense of normalcy for women. Generally, experiences seem to implicate to a certain extent that the aid
given by authorities and NGOs was quite arbitrary. When it comes to aid for beneficiaries one NGO
pointed out how gender mainstreaming translates to „women first‟ which was not the approach they
took. The most notable factors that seem to have shaped experiences of receiving aid are: having
certain connections, and living in a certain area, being pregnant, or being undocumented. To some, it
seemed that having certain connections made it easier to have access to emergency aid. The fact that
there was unequal access to aid in certain geographic areas might be due to a default in the disaster
management practices, namely a lack of organisation. Noteworthy is how a pregnant woman got
helped, until the moment she needed longer term help but wasn‟t eligible due to her undocumented
status. Aid on the longer term such as house repair programmes, even though a possibility for many,
often it would take a (too) long time to commence. The difference that emerged here is how women
that had more financial resources and still had a job were able to start buying materials and building
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themselves, while women who had no income due to losing their job, or a low income weren‟t in the
position to do, and again, relied on social safety nets, that could possibly help out. A house and job in
particular were by all respondents regarded as important to create a sense of normalcy.

5.5 Lived experiences: standing strong in the face of adversity
This section elaborates on vulnerability perceived by the women themselves, as well as by the
government and NGOs and how this is not translated into gender mainstreaming.

Feelings of vulnerability
Although life got interrupted heavily by this hurricane, immaterially and materially wise, many women
did not report as feeling as vulnerable as outsiders would claim or expect them to be. There is
somewhat a discrepancy between who the institutions perceive as vulnerable and how these groups
consider themselves vulnerable or not. First of all though, to a large extent everybody in Sint Maarten
was considered vulnerable in hindsight because again, the hurricane was worse than expected. A
respondent from an NGO said:

„‟Everybody. Like the saying goes, when it rains it rains on everybody. Everybody, especially if you have
a category 5, it simply comes back to this, is there one person….is there any gender that is not going to
take shelter when a category 5 is coming, anybody is taking shelter because everybody is vulnerable,
you take your kids and try to put them in somewhere with a concrete roof that is safe, but everybody is
vulnerable. When it approaches everybody is anxious, when it happens every body is scared, and when
it is over everybody deals with the aftermath.‟‟ - R20 NGO

Nonetheless, some respondents from organisations and the government see nuances when it comes
to who they perceive as vulnerable. Groups that were perceived as vulnerable were the female single
households, undocumented people, seniors, the disabled, and people living in hazard prone
geographic locations. A mentioned transcending issue for these groups is that they often have a lower
income, and live day-to-day, which makes it difficult to e.g. prepare food and water, even when „‟the
knowledge is there‟‟ (R19 NGO):

„‟So if a person did not have the resources to prepare, you can imagine what their situation is like, after.
Ideally each household should be self-sufficient for the first five to seven days after a hurricane,
however if a person was living day-by-day, how can they?‟‟ - R21 NGO

Moreover, one respondent said that being vulnerable „‟is rather economically dependent than gender
dependent‟‟ (R19 NGO). In line with that, another respondent mentioned a critical note how one
should be cautious when defining who is vulnerable, especially when it comes to women:
„‟The presumption is always that the woman is more vulnerable. And if she has two kids she is even
more vulnerable. [..] But we need to be a little bit more careful about how we identify vulnerabilities in
general, because we might be missing a real population vulnerability‟‟ – R21 NGO
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In the interviews with women, women with a stable income from their job or a good combined income
with their partner often recognized in the interviews how this made recovering from the hurricane
easier, while for women with no or a low income experienced this as a pressure. Nonetheless, the
women that live a marginalised life in the terms of a low income, or being unemployed due to the
hurricane, a disability, or a undocumented status, did not necessarily find themselves to be vulnerable.
A recurring factor was that most of the women, from all backgrounds said how a partner, family, or
friends functioned as a safety net to stay sane.

“I wouldn‟t say I felt vulnerable. But if I had to do it alone, and had to do it for my son, then I think I
would feel less…I think I would be feeling vulnerable in the sense that I have to put out this effort for
him, but at the same time I need attention, so I am kinda glad he was there with me the entire three
months before he had to get back to work. That took a whole load off.” -R1 Anna

One woman explained that she felt she did not have that safety net so much „‟I feel like if I had the
right connections, the right people, then I would not be in the situation that I am in‟‟ (R7 Maria).
Besides a social safety net, the only thing that clearly came up in terms of feeling vulnerable was
feelings of un-safety for some due to a higher crime rate and increase of drug use among men after
the hurricane, especially as a woman. Clara explained:

“[A]fter the hurricane the crime rate went up a bit, because people didn‟t have food and homes to live in.
The people started breaking into people‟s homes, and I am like okay…as a woman you feel not
protected. But in my situation I was like okay, now I double lock doors, and I take more precautions as a
woman now, from that.” - R3 Clara

In line with this, according to NGO and governmental respondents there was an increase in calls to a
hotline of a foundation that provides safety for women (and their children) that have fallen victim to
abuse. During patrols around communities it was said people were more tense and needed mediation
(R26 Government), it was unclear whether or not that included a gendered dimension.

Even though almost all women did claim they did not perceive themselves to be vulnerable, there were
still some challenges they were faced with. First of all, being a mother brought an extra dimension to
this, regardless of their background. The first worry of mothers is not so much how you yourself will get
a hold of food, but how you can feed your children. Anna said:
“You are not even concerned about you at this stage, you are concerned about the child because you
are an adult, but a child cannot bear hunger and those kinds of things.” -R1 Anna

In addition to that, Jacklyn said:

“The first one, when you don‟t have a roof, where do you child go sleep. Then I was having a lot of
mosquitos, the babies always crying, getting sick. There are no doctors, most of them close. Only the
hospital, but it was full of people. So that is difficult.” -R6 Jacklyn
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Many women claimed that the care for the children is equally divided between the parents, in cases
where the father is involved. This coincides with what has been said earlier: that compared to about
twenty years ago, fathers nowadays pitch in more with the household and childcare. Nonetheless,
some stories hinted at the woman still being the main caretaker for the children, as well as taking care
of the household tasks, which gave them an extra pressure as a woman. This traditional role division
is possibly more prominent in families in which the woman (it is unknown about the man) has a lower
education level.

“Like I have a more things for the babies. Because I am the one who needs to clean all the mess, cook,
everything in the house, my husband come in the night when he finish the work, bath, go sleep. But it is
me who is always with the babies.” -R6 Jacklyn

Another dimension that came forward that heightened the challenges faced was being disabled. In
total three women in the respondent group are disabled due to different causes, all of them being a
mother as well. The main challenge that they faced was the inability to help with practicalities of
recovering the house, which at times was bothering them. On a bigger scale however they felt, and
feel, independent and considered themselves strong regardless. One woman in particular, Sarah,
explained she faced some practical troubles such as the canned food which did not fit her diet very
well and had to wait for her son (Sarah lives by herself) who could get her some stuff, but felt that it
was okay because she knew the help was there.

The understanding of gender mainstreaming
It is established in the previous subsection that women and men fulfil different roles in society, even
though in some instances responsibilities in households are more equally divided. When it comes to
the disaster management, it is interesting to note how just a census was used to get „an idea‟ about
the different groups in society. So what about the different needs of men and women? In some
responses of the NGO and governmental representatives gender mainstreaming was solely
understood as the equal representation of men and women at decision-making level for disaster
management. At government level and NGO level, there seems to be a representation of both women
and men. First of all, there is the fact the male/female representation of the governmental and NGO
respondents in this research are quite equal. Moreover, for example in the ESF (the governmental
emergency support functions, see figure 6) as a whole there seems equal gender representation.
However between ESFs there are differences:
„‟I think if you go talk to the fire department, or ESF 4, it will be totally different. If you look at the police,
ESF 5, it will also be something different. ESF1, GB, is men and women, if you look at the management,
ESF 2 is also, the CEO is a man, the vice is a woman, 3 is VROMI, that is all men, ESF 6 are women,
ESF 8 are men, only men, and ESF 9 is men and women, and ESF 10 is men‟‟ – R17 Governmental

In another governmental institution that played a role in the recovery and reconstruction the following
was said about gender within their organisation:
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„‟[W]e are very gender balanced. So, you know, professionally you have more male engineers that study
in the construction field, but we also have a lot of female architects, and World Bank is very gender
balanced, so locally we have a company called ICE, the majority of their engineers are female. The
company that is actually supervising are phase 1 pilot homes, the supervisor is female. I am female. So
when we go on the job site, it is her and I, and then the contractor Is male. There is an equal balance.‟‟ R23 Governmental institution

At the level of the beneficiaries many NGOs and the government understood gender mainstreaming
as an equal treatment and no discrimination in policy and practices on the ground with regards to
gender and ethnicity. Only one NGO respondent specifically mentioning how pertaining to needs of
genders should be involved when talking about gender mainstreaming. This coincides with what
gender mainstreaming aims to achieve. This NGO, that provides funding for other NGO projects, said:
„‟when we speak to the organisations we definitely ask particular questions, especially if their population
is mixed. Then we are, like, what provisions do you have available to be sensitive to gender dynamics in
certain spaces.‟‟ –R21 NGO

All in all, gender mainstreaming is not prioritized within the disaster management practices, both at
governmental level and NGO level. Furthermore, none of the respondents referred to a certain tool
that is able or used to integrate a gender perspective, also not when asked about it. One
governmental respondent mentioned how they thought there might be something, and referred to
other colleagues who might know more about that.

Feeling strong(er)
The Caribbean is known by many for its resilience. The disaster resilience in Sint Maarten is said to be
cultural because people from Sint Maarten „‟are used to it. So every year, from the beginning of
January we start thinking hurricane.‟‟ (R18 Governmental institution). Families know what to do:
„‟female and male come together and they know their role and function‟‟ (R18 Governmental
institution). Even when people lost everything, they would try to „‟build back immediately‟‟ (R25
Governmental), also when they just had little resources „‟they get creative‟‟ (R18 Governmental
institution). Two respondents pointed out how the specifically the resilience of women goes with their
traditional roles of being nurturers and caretakers.

„‟[It] is very unfortunate that these labels and assumptions that have been put on women, they are there,
but sometimes they have their own benefits on the other side. So I think that that is why women have a
certain ability to jump in to action very quickly, because they are almost conditioned, to be able to just
respond.‟‟ -R21 NGO
“Because they are caregivers, they are protective, this instinct, I need to make it work for my family is
there. So if I have to go and pull out debris from my house, I am not going to wait to pay somebody to
come and do it. They will do it”. -R24 NGO
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Several times it would be mentioned that generally people just accept what has happened and move
on by taking matters into their own hands. A majority of the respondents that generally women are
viewed as really strong, which is illustrated by the following quote:

„‟the women are strong, and again they are survivors, and they get done what needs to get done to get
moving. You don‟t find women who [are] complacent in saying this happened to me...They are actively
involved in trying to get their life back together.‟‟ –R18 Governmental institution

The pace at which things went back to „normal‟ for the interviewed women was different. For some
women things turned back to normal quite soon. As explained before, other than having a job to return
to adding to a sense of normalcy, having a place of your own to live at did as well. Thus for the women
that were able to get a new home or repaired their damaged one, things started to feel normal again.
Even though the Caribbean might be renowned for being resilient, this cannot always be assumed.
Going back or bouncing back to normality was not easy for women who did not manage to find a new
home, had not fully repaired their damaged home, lost friends, or lost their income causing well-being
to be at stake. For example, an issue that one respondent brought forward was how she lost her
income, and could therefore not pay her anxiety medication, while her anxiety increased after Irma.
The money that is available has to be used for buying food. One respondent said how around her she
sees many people with burn-out symptoms, because they have to work really hard to get their life back
on track, but that many people are not insured for healthcare. Furthermore, having the ability to make
decisions regarding housing, some felt they were not able to easily make decisions regarding that
issue. One respondent said this was “because everything had to go through the government” (R7
Samantha). One elderly woman, Lindsey, expressed how she felt very far away from her previous life:
“I went backwards, definitely. Because before Irma we were like any person, because here in Sint
Maarten we are not rich, but we were regular, you don‟t lack nothing, you eat every day, you didn‟t have
no problems and stuff like that. So we went completely backwards, so today I need a hand out. Before
Irma I did not need a hand out.” - R8 Lindsey

What is striking is that even though issues arise, most of them say they keep their head up. They
accept the mind-set to „take things slow‟ and „take everything as it comes‟. Additionally, having young
children was an important factor for mothers that kept them strong to deal with setbacks.
“My children. My children because I don‟t want them to see me weak, I want them to see me strong” –
R5 Sarah

Moreover, for some women that have been dealing with all types of challenges, the hurricane was not
a major setback. Sarah, a woman suffering from Multiple Sclerosis (MS), explained how her disability
and challenges from the past made it easier to go through the changes the hurricane brought upon
her.
“No, because this is life. And life it could change. And you never know when. Because I used to be good
before this, and how I used to explain it to my sister was that, that to me it wasn‟t a big change, because
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I am dealing with changes a while ago.[...] Like I used to work, I used to have a normal life, I used to
drive. And then I had to stop all of that. So if the change come, it don‟t have water or light, it is not a big
change for me.” -R5 Sarah

Some women even felt like going forward after the hurricane. For some women this was in the sense
of having a better house, or a stronger house, a new job, and the majority said that they gained a lot
more knowledge in knowing how to prepare for a hurricane, and found growth, strength and
independence in that, and some now place less value on materialistic things. Janice explained how
she felt her life got better after the hurricane, even though the possible prospect of another hurricane
would be a reason to leave the island and return to her home country, Suriname:

“I have a better life. [...] I became more independent, I know the routes, the path. The life standard is
different, in the sense that I don‟t live in an apartment with just one room anymore, but in what you could
call house. It has two bedrooms, a garage, a laundry room, your own everything. It is a privilege.‟‟ -R2
Janice

Women not throwing in the towel did not go unnoticed by the organisations and government either. A
trend that was pointed out by multiple respondents from NGOs and the government is that often it was
(senior) women standing in line or applying for programmes. In a governmental food voucher
programme about 70% of the applicants were female, often seniors. An NGO also said that the
majority of their applicants were female. According to a respondent this could be attributed to women
having the responsibility of homecare. A respondent said “There are a lot of senior men, but they
might be married, but the wife is more, how will I say, more outgoing, and the sense of: go get the
meal, then the man. The man won‟t go.” (R25 Government). The men might not stand in line possibly
because of pride (R25 Government and R19 NGO). This sign of machismo culture could cause an
extra pressure for women however to take responsibility for household care.

Summary
This section illustrates that most people identified as vulnerable by NGOs and governmental
organisations do not identify as vulnerable themselves, e.g. women who are poor and have children.
It again relies rather on financial and social safety nets, with an emphasis on the latter. Nonetheless, in
some situations, where traditional gender roles are more present, extra pressures of the household fall
on the woman. When a woman has young children it becomes both a source of extra worries, while
simultaneously the children give the woman a source of strength. Turning to gender mainstreaming,
making sure the needs of men and women are met in disaster policy, is quite absent. Furthermore,
women with a different background don‟t find themselves vulnerable for different reasons. E.g. a
woman with no financial pressure knows she is well off in that sense. While e.g. a marginalised
woman with a disability is used to big changes in life. In addition to most of the women not feeling
vulnerable, women, regardless of their income, disability, etc. are actively involved in getting their lives
back together. Even though many women find themselves resilient and the general thought about the
Caribbean women is similar, it cannot be assumed that all women actually feel resilient.
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5.6 Unanticipated developments: a window of opportunity?
This section will describe the significant amount of women that went into construction jobs or signed
up for construction courses.

Pushing gender norms
It was not unanticipated that there were many construction jobs available after Hurricane Irma, but
what was unanticipated according to the respondents is that many women signed up for courses in
construction or took on construction jobs. Multiple respondents mentioned that a notable amount of
women signed up for construction courses. None of the women interviewed took part in construction
courses or jobs, but it remains noteworthy that all women also saw this happening and one woman
said she would enjoy going into construction as a possible job. A governmental respondent said how
he was surprised that many women, with some of them almost being a senior, signed up for
construction classes as well:

“I remember I went to do a presentation for social service at a class, and I thought „‟what are these
people doing here? Would they be able to turn cement?‟‟ [...] Little by little you see there is a possibility
that women can do this kind of work as well.“ -R25 Governmental

Furthermore, an NGO respondent said they purposely wanted to include women in the technical
trainings:

„‟People are for example retrained in air conditioning maintenance, and we really try to include women
there, so that has a gender aspect. And why, because we actually want to take away the distinction
between the traditional male jobs and the traditional female jobs.‟‟ - R19 NGO

Placing this development in the bigger picture and taking into account that women generally feel more
independent compared to ten to twenty years ago, a shift that moves in the direction of gender
equality can be noted. The concept of gender equality is however not a concept that is on the forefront
in the daily lives of people in Sint Maarten. Many female respondents in the research found the
opportunities they get in life to be equal to those of men, and didn‟t experience discrimination for being
a woman. A few female respondents however found that for men it is easier to find a good job. One of
them said that “it is easier for men to get jobs and get stuff done compared to women. Women have to
go the extra mile. We really have to, like, step up‟‟ (R7 Maria). Another respondent came with an
example of when she noticed inequality on the workplace:

„‟For instance if usually men go to a certain type of meeting, or they‟re the ones who do a certain
project, and for some strange reason a woman has to come in to that setting, even though she just
arrived and may be more qualified than them, she doesn‟t get the post.‟‟ – R1 Anna

In addition to the above quote and going back to construction, decent facilities such as a toilet are not
there, which can be uncomfortable for women if they are having their period, and it is not always
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understood by male workers. Furthermore a respondent from an NGO said that taking away this
distinction between male and female jobs is not always easy:

“I have heard some whispers that a woman is coming out with a certificate, but when she actually goes
to a construction company, they are not very welcoming to give her a chance. So I can imagine that is
demoralizing and demotivating. Especially if you for example lost your job in hospitality, and then
someone tells me there is this programme to create a new career, a new trajectory, I do it, I come out
feeling strong and accomplished, and then when I actually try to get into the workforce, the door is
closed. So I think maybe those are the type of conversations we need to have on a large scale, whether
it‟s an incentive programme whereby maybe an employer is given a sort of tax or fiscal incentive, to hire
women coming out of a programme like that. So maybe they are subsidized or funded or something like
that, to make it attractive, and then after six months she has proven herself and she can carry her own
weight, now she becomes an employee.” -R21 NGO

Nonetheless, women going into construction work after the hurricane was a prominent effect on the
longer term pointed out by almost every respondent. It was thought that if Hurricane Irma had not
happened women would „‟not necessarily [have done] construction course‟‟ (R20 NGO). Due to the
hospitality industry being „‟basically non-existent'‟ (R23 Government) after the hurricane‟s impact,
women, as well as men, turned to where there was work to generate an income and provide for
themselves and/or their family, which was often in construction.

Generally, for women this has turned into a sentiment of: „‟hey, I can‟t stay behind‟‟, so they too started
to sign up for these types of jobs. Even if it is to be a helper, to move a bucket of cement from here to
there. Or to do these minor, they hold up while the man is there nailing, but yet they also became part
of the building.‟‟ (R25 Government). Hurricane Irma in that sense “created a little bit of extra space‟‟ in
showing „‟the levels of equality‟‟ (R21 NGO).

Other than a notable amount of women starting to work in construction, more women fulfil certain high
positions these days, especially in the governmental spheres. The past and current prime ministers
are female (not accounting for the previous male prime minister who was in office for only a month),
and there are chair ladies in the parliament and high council of state. One respondent gave an
example about a girl she knew who was elected into the parliament, an occurrence she would not
have seen happening twenty years ago.

„‟She is super local, a larger set woman, very smart, but also very gay. [...] She took part in the elections
for the first time, and I believe she had the third most votes. And then I think, and you are lesbian, that
people see your insights and potential, and they don‟t look at other factors.‟‟ – R15 Lisa

This increased number of women fulfilling „male‟ jobs and working in the forefront indicates for a
majority of the respondents that there is no discrimination against women. For example, one
respondent said:
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„‟I don‟t think that women in Sint Maarten are discriminated [against], you‟re seeing a lot of females in
higher positions now, so I think, I don‟t think…they‟re even in the construction field as well, they‟re
driving trucks and everything. So I don‟t think there is discrimination amongst the females here. „‟ – R3
Clara

But looking a bit deeper, structural inequalities remain, such as a pay gap:
„‟There are places where men and women are doing the same job, in other words, they don‟t
discriminate who they give the job too, but it doesn‟t mean they would make the same amount you see‟‟
- R25 Governmental

The pay gap is however not recognized by many respondents, as many work with salary scales or
understand the pay gap being sector related: women, compared to men, are „‟attracted to the softer
positions [..] And that comes with a lower salary‟‟ (R26 Governmental). Another finding concerning
women working in jobs such as construction is that the norm of it being a male job is still there. A
female respondent illustrated this by saying:
„‟Yes, sometimes you would be, for instance I go on the public bus, and we see a woman driving a truck,
you are going to hear some guy on the bus, there is always one on the bus that is going to say, „‟wow
what is she doing driving this truck, she don‟t know that ain‟t for women to do? She must be a man
herself, she must be a man and woman‟‟ And I am like…really…?‟‟ – R7 Maria

When gender inequality is recognized, it is mostly recognized in a private setting, rather than in a
public setting such as the workplace. Roles of women are divergent, depending on the setting: „‟it is
kind of interesting to see that divide, a woman being a senior official in her workplace, but also the
assumption that she is the main caretaker at home‟‟ (R21 NGO). Another factor that came up about
the private area and discrimination is domestic violence against women in the household.

In contrast to the most of the women themselves in this research, most respondents from the
organisations did find that there is gender inequality and discrimination against women in Sint Maarten
in some forms, such as domestic violence and not enough women in high positions, but that it
generally is not considered an issue or something to be fighting against. One respondent mentioned it
is not a priority because „‟[p]eople are busy with surviving‟‟ (R18 Governmental institution).
Nonetheless, some respondents, also among the women, predict that „‟gender equality is going to be
an issue upcoming on Sint Maarten. As more women progress to the front of their task or their job or
whatever programme they‟re running, it‟s going to become an issue‟‟ (R1 Anna) and that these
„‟individual situations are changing the larger dynamic‟‟ (R21 NGO). Especially when women enjoy
more education gender inequality issues will be pushed:
„‟[t]hey have more schooling, they are the ones with the degrees. While the man don‟t have it,
sometimes they only have experience, or they knew the boss, so they pulled some strings so they got a
certain position you know. But it is not that they are really qualified as some of the women that comes
out of school with the proper qualifications to do the job.‟‟ In addition to that, the same respondent said
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that “women will show you what they can do. Maybe they have more to prove probably, I don‟t know.‟‟ –
R25 Governmental

Summary
This final section illustrates how Hurricane Irma became a window of opportunity to push gender
norms, in this case in the context of jobs that were previously perceived as only for men. This did not
go unnoticed by the women interviewed. For women some going into construction is considered as a
good opportunity for a source of income. On a broader scale, this development as well as more
women being in forefront positions might be a push for gender equality to become a topic of
discussion on a broader scale.
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6. Discussion
This chapter will discuss and interpret the results presented in the previous chapter. First a small
section will be devoted to why this research took place as a brief reminder. Then the results will be
discussed and reflected to literature to understand similarities and differences that provide new
insights or add to a general understanding. Furthermore there will be a reflection on the theoretical
framework used in this research. Lastly, limitations as well as the strengths of this research are
presented followed by recommendations for further research.

6.1 Interpretation of the results
This research began with the understanding, based on previous research, that within the disaster
realm gender is often overlooked, even though men and women experience a disaster differently due
to their socially constructed roles. Moreover, when gender is taken into account, often a dichotomy
between men and women is used, overlooking characteristics inherent in somebody, as well the as
larger contextual factors, which therefore causes a generalization of a disaster experience. This
research‟s objective was to understand the diversity of women‟s lived experiences before, during and
after Hurricane Irma and how this is embedded in the broader context of gendered power relations as
well as the disaster management practices, both of which had little literature available and was
therefore further explored in this research. With the intersectional approach, a central dimension of
FPE, a richer picture of women in disaster unfolds. The research question posed this research is:

What do the lived experiences of women from Sint Maarten who were affected by Hurricane Irma and
the disaster management reveal about their realities of well-being, in terms of vulnerability, resilience
and agency?

Vulnerability
When it comes to vulnerability, certain root causes, dynamic pressures and unsafe conditions in
combination with a hazard, by definition make somebody vulnerable (see Figure 5, the progression of
vulnerability, in Theoretical Framework). In this research however, even though there were e.g. unsafe
conditions such as a lack of income, women did not consider themselves to be that vulnerable. This is
also contrary to organisations who did perceive certain women, e.g. single undocumented mothers,
the elderly or the disabled, to be vulnerable. In this research women with more financial and social
capital understood well how they had the resources to deal with the preparations, and the immediate
and longer-term consequences of the hurricane, compared to women lacking these resources. Even
though women from a lower socio-economic status faced more practical obstacles than women in a
less marginalised position, they did not find themselves to be vulnerable either. Not all women knew
why exactly, but one of them said that due to having faced drastic changes in the past, the hurricane
was not a major change. The reality that she is used to change and experienced negative events
before is bittersweet: it helps her feel strong in the face of adversity, but at the same time emphasizes
the marginalised position she is in. It could be wondered whether subsequent change has made her
more resilient, or that one‟s life is a prolonged crisis. In this specific case however, she did not seem
indifferent because she still had goals in her life, such as being able to work again, which she had to
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give up when got disabled. That women do not find themselves vulnerable is in line with what
Heijmans (2001) poses and that vulnerability is differently, or wrongly, perceived by outsiders such as
NGOs. She writes that adverse events are a normal part of life for grassroots communities, and if it is
a new type of event it is dealt with from a survival perspective. Specific to this current research the
latter perhaps applies more, because before Irma it was relatively long ago that a high category
hurricane landed on Sint Maarten. Furthermore Heijmans (2001) mentions that the degree of
perceived vulnerability could vary and depends on factors such as class and societal conditions, which
indeed seems the case in this current research as well. In this research it clearly surfaced that, other
than financial stability, having a partner, family, and friends functioned as a protection. A social safety
net was beneficial for sharing immaterial as well as material difficulties for the women. It offered
opportunities to talk with others about the hurricane, but also provided opportunities to receive material
or financial help. Having a social safety net as well as a financial stability is not uncommon in the wider
literature as facilitators for lowering vulnerability and also came forward in the research by Ajibade et
al (2012). Feelings of vulnerability depend on risk perception of the woman, which is seemingly low
within the diverse group of women in this research. Financial and social capital were named as
reasons to feel less or more vulnerable. These should therefore not be considered as factors on which
vulnerability depends, but as facilitators that increase feelings of safety and as an enabler for one to
lower the impacts of the hurricane. The fact that „the typically vulnerable groups‟ do not consider
themselves that vulnerable, implies a call for a different narrative, a narrative in which different needs
of people are central to understand the nuanced individual vulnerabilities and strengths that are
actually there. This shift could be beneficial to understanding where actual needs lie that benefits the
general well-being of women.

Resilience
Similar to vulnerability, reasons as to why women perceived themselves to be resilient differed.
Women found different pathways to reduce and cope with the impacts of the hurricane. Cottrell (2008)
writes that even with varying levels of income, women are resilient, and that social networks are
important for resilience, irrespective of the income level. Indeed, some women who were in a position
in which there was financial stability and social capital perceived themselves to be resilient to the
disaster and its effects. For these women with more financial capital, also instances of bouncing
forward came about, for example, a better house in a nicer district after the hurricane. For other
women who did not have the resources, resilience was partly attributed to the aid that helped women
bounce back to some normalcy. And for some women, where aid was absent or not enough according
to them, a mind-set of accepting the situation was adopted. In cases where women were a mother, the
children provided a source of strength to keep moving forward as well. Furthermore, to some extent
(because Hurricane Irma still exceeded expectations) an older age played a role in anticipating the
impact a disaster could cause. It seems that some women that were included in this research turn to
mental resilience. In the literature it is suggested that women are resilient because they play crucial
role in caretaking after a disaster (Dhungel & Ojha, 2012 and Shah, 2012 in Moreno & Shaw, 2018).
This seems apparent in the current research as well, and perhaps could be generalized because
NGOs and governmental people involved in the aid often saw women in line for food and water.
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Furthermore studies suggest that women are much involved in communicating risks and organizing
activities (Dhungel & Ojha, 2012 and Shah, 2012 in Moreno & Shaw, 2018). This was not the case for
all women in this research, but there women who organised food for neighbours. In addition, there
were a few women who participated in activities of NGOs (handing out food), with the reason that they
wanted to make themselves useful and it also gave them a comparison that some people were worse
off than themselves. Resilience, as explained in the theoretical framework, often fails to acknowledge
the wider context in which people navigate. This research illustrates that indeed the wider context such
as power relations play a part in the ability of people to be resilient. Finding a sense of normalcy is
what made the women in this research feel more at ease. Two elements that emerged in this research
integral to this sense of normalcy are having a house and a job. Finding a house in particular
emphasizes why the wider context of resilience is important to take note of because women are
unable to control some of the wider power structures here. Firstly, renting prices went up due to
market forces, and secondly some women in this research experienced that landowners have a
preference for male or married couples and would rather not rent their house to especially single
women and the (single) women with children. The latter issues are however coming from individual
cases, and might not be the case for every landlord in Sint Maarten. These situations illustrate why for
that reason bouncing back becomes challenging and problematic. Within the literature of resilience, it
is contested that after a disaster one can bounce back, and that one can only bounce forward or move
on as life will never be like it was before (Manyena et al., 2011). Some women bounced forward
indeed, but for some women bouncing forward was experienced difficult due to their lack of resources
and the power structures. Thus, with the perspective that resilience can only be bouncing forward,
some individual cases in this research were unable to actually be resilient.

The hurricane did become a window of opportunity that could build resilience on the longer: there was
a noteworthy increase of women going into construction to generate an income, a typically „male‟
sector, although none of the women in this research partake in construction. It is a positive prospect
for the future that enlarges equal opportunities to bounce forward after a hurricane. Also because
other literature indicated that in the Caribbean the post hurricane phase favours male employment due
to gendered conceptions of construction work (Drolet et al., 2015). The latter does go with saying that
challenges remain, such as acceptance of women in this field of work and bathroom facilities for
women. It is not uncommon in the literature that a disaster can be a window of opportunity for social
change that can work towards gender equality, because space is created for women‟s empowerment
(Bradshaw, 2013). Moreno and Shaw (2018) found in their research that their participants found that
the disaster was the main driver for the social change that followed after the hurricane, and that even
though women remained traditional gender roles remain such as caregiving, women‟s roles after a
disaster are extended to the community level. Specifically the acceptance of women in this „typical
male‟ sector of construction is something that some research finds too, while other research does not.
For example, a more dated research by Morrow and Enarson (1996) found how after Hurricane
Andrew in south Florida women were not likely to find substitute work related to clean-up and
reconstruction activities. Other research by Bradshaw and Linneker (2003, in Bradshaw & Linneker,
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2009) however found that women‟s groups in particular were active in reconstruction projects after a
disaster while also advocating for a people-centred reconstruction process. Overall, it was clear that
the women in this research faced different levels of challenge. Women in a marginalised position, e.g.
unemployed, disabled, undocumented, single, or a combination of these factors faced more practical
challenges which can be related to the wider power structures, compared to women who were e.g.
able to save money beforehand and still had a job.

Agency
The fact that women overall do perceive themselves as resilient could also be explained by the agency
they felt they had, which for some even increased as they got familiar with certain pathways after a
disaster. After all, agency acts an enabler for resilience. At first thought women in Sint Maarten show a
great extent of agency, due to the matriarch archetype that exists within the machismo culture of Sint
Maarten: women run the show, especially in households, and are considered as very strong.
Historically women‟s independence increased as well. The reliance on men to survive has decreased
according to many, and also compared to dated research (Anderson, 1986). It was emphasized by
NGOs and organisations that women are very well able to take care of themselves, are not
complacent, and don‟t wait around when they could already do something themselves to better a
situation. In that sense, the case of Hurricane Irma in Sint Maarten does not coincide with the global
perception of women or girls being emotionally weak or passive victims in disaster (Enarson &
Chakrabarti, 2009). Moreover, all women increased their sense of agency after the hurricane in terms
of being better able to anticipate and cope with the hurricane independently, and showed a great
extent of self-reliance. Indeed, all women reported to be active and resourceful when e.g. house repair
aid did not happen quickly enough and women went looking for food and water.

Yet, it could be wondered to what extent they act independently, or whether it is because they
internalized these roles and are expected or conditioned to do so. Historically women in Sint Maarten
are the ones who take care of the children and do the housekeeping; they have the highest burden in
the economy of care (Anderson, 1986). Nowadays, this is still the general thought, even though it is
less prominent than ten to twenty years ago and seems to deviate for women with a higher education.
Other than household care, women simultaneously need to work (which does give them financial
independence) because the living expenses are high in Sint Maarten, regardless if they have a partner
or not. Most women in this research considered the household tasks to be equally shared with a
partner, but when listening closely some of these women implicitly and sometimes explicitly revealed
childcare and cooking depends on them. Also, when parents are split up, the mother is most likely to
be responsible for the children. Additionally NGOs and governmental institutions significantly saw
more women in line for e.g. food and water, as well as applying for a house repair programmes. This
could be translated into a gender equality issue, because women in that sense have a higher burden
in the economy of care than men do, which is possibly exacerbated in disaster. It is very probable that
gender equality issues were not recognized by many women in this research because gender equality
issues are not a popular topic of conversation in Sint Maarten. Moreover, especially for women that
are busy with surviving and live day-to-day, increasing gender equality is not a priority. This does not
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take away that a smaller portion of these women does feel discriminated for being a woman in certain
situations. Also, on a larger scale, gender (in)equalities remain a determinant for health and could
trickle down or even be heightened by disaster.

Nonetheless, the role that women undertake does indicate that women have a knowledge that is
useful for the disaster response. This is in line with what the UNDP (2012) researched earlier in for the
Caribbean. They found that women are often responsible for the water collection and should be
included in e.g. setting the correct priorities for the location, design and maintenance of water to
improve efficiency. So far, it seems that the involvement of grassroots knowledge is not taken into
account in the disaster management, and is often top-down. Even though respondents from the
government and NGOs place women in the vulnerable group, they also describe women from Sint
Maarten as strong. So women are not necessarily victimized, which stereotypically does tend to
happen (Standing et al., 2016). Still, their role in the disaster response does not seem recognized as
useful for integrating in disaster planning and policy. Within the general disaster sector self-reliance is
becoming more integrated in policy. By understanding the capacities, „‟pro-active steps can be taken
to include their development and maintenance in emergency planning and community development
agenda‟‟ (Paton, 2006, p. 306).

6.2 A gap in Sint Maarten’s disaster management practices
The fact that gender equality is not a hot topic in society is reflected in the disaster management
practices; there is a gap in taking account of the different needs of men and women in disaster. For
those women with less financial stability the disaster management practices functioned as a resource
for dealing with the disaster, but all women experienced the distribution of e.g. aid as insufficient and
arbitrary. This could be attributed to the lack of disaster preparedness culture as a whole in Sint
Maarten, but the UNDP (2012) discovered earlier about the Caribbean, that needs of men and women
are not considered as important or just overlooked to integrate in disaster policy. Specifically in this
research, gender mainstreaming does not seem structurally implemented into disaster policy and is
misunderstood as „women first‟ or an „equal treatment‟. The only signs of gender mainstreaming
regarded shelters and in a technical training by an NGO. On a governmental level, as well as within
NGOs, at the decision making level both men and women are represented. So the disaster sector is
not necessarily a male-dominated sector. This is fortunate and could also be reflected back to the
general gender development that more women tend to work in key positions such as in governmental
spheres and are very accepted there, which was not necessarily the case ten to twenty years ago.
Gender mainstreaming however within implementation policies, at the level of beneficiaries gets
overlooked. The beneficiaries are treated equally according to the NGOs and government, but
understanding different needs of men and women (e.g. by using a gender mainstreaming tool), or in
other words an equitable approach, is missing. An equitable approach focuses on equality in
outcomes through varying levels of support. This current research did not dive into the different needs
of men and women in Sint Maarten, so nothing fundamental can be said about that. What this
research does illustrate is how the needs of women are not all the same and need specific attention. A
grassroots approach to the disaster management practices could provide ways to understand the
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differential and nuanced needs for women, as well as for men, to resort away from stereotypes. This
research provides some initial insight that differential experiences are present between women which
seem to be mediated by a financial and social safety net, as well as shed light on women‟s agency
and capacities. Despite this notion being more difficult to forge diversity into policy and agendas, it is
worthwhile to do so to gain more gender equality and well-being, both part of the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), to which Sint Maarten committed. Sint Maarten committed to the SDGs
(see figure), especially after Hurricane Irma (and Maria), to create a sustainable developed Sint
Maarten (VNG, n.d.).

Figure 10. Sint Maarten and the SDGs (image from the researcher)

6.3 Reflection on the theoretical framework
This section will provide a reflection of the theoretical framework that was used in this research. It
should be kept in mind that the theoretical framework was mostly useful as an approach to this
research, as this research is interpretivist/constructivist, and there was not a theory tested.

The Feminist Political Ecology framework and intersectionality
The FPE framework examines the place of gender (in relation to factors such as age and class, and
power structures) in the political ecological landscape and how this constitutes access to (natural)
resources. This approach did allow this research to go beyond a traditional gender analysis, and
recognized women‟s background characteristics and the historical, social and political contexts to
understand the needs better (Chaplin et al., 2019). Yet, within this research, even though gender in
relation to other factors stood central, gender itself was not always creating a differentiated
experience, at least according to the respondents. But, as a researcher, broader nuances emerged
how gender inequalities or traditional gender roles are part of one‟s lived experience. As mentioned in
the theoretical framework chapter, FPE is mostly applied in the context of natural resources, but
Enarson (2007), states it is useful to draw on in disaster studies. It posed some challenges as this
research did not have a focus on e.g. water access, and there was limited other research where FPE
was applied to a disaster domain. Furthermore, integrating social and political contexts into the
experiences of the women also brought some challenges, as the researcher was not completely
immersed (or at least not long-term) in the study area.

Furthermore, within the basics of the theory of intersectionality (and a central dimension of FPE), the
intersection of gender with race is what often creates a heightened discrimination or marginalisation, a
finding that often comes forward in intersectional research, also within the disaster domain.
Interestingly in this research race or ethnicity was not brought forward as a reason for marginalisation,
except when one is undocumented opportunities and access to in this case long-term shelter was not
possible. This could be explained by Sint Maarten being enormously multicultural and an acceptance
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of that. The history of colonisation did not seem apparent in socio-economic opportunities women
have now. This indicates that gender intersecting with factors inherent to one‟s identity seem to play a
small or no role, compared to gender intersecting with factors that could be seen as more external:
social contacts and employment or income. Even with this finding, it could be wondered to what extent
gender plays a role in the one‟s experience of the disaster. Specific to the case of Hurricane Irma in
Sint Maarten, it remains unclear whether, when following the global trend, women were affected more
than men or not. It is therefore contestable that in this case gender was a factor for the extent of being
affected by Hurricane Irma. There is no data available on this matter, and according to most of the
respondents men and women were equally impacted by this hurricane. Especially on the side of the
NGOs and the government: they could not name who was more impacted across gender.
Nonetheless, this research does shed light on how a hurricane could negatively heighten the
experience of a disaster for women and it adds to the disaster experience from a female perspective.
This implies a call for a comparative research about the impacts of the hurricane on both men and
women, as this will provide a way to understand the differential impacts on men and women, and
whether or not there is a discrepancy in the impact. Furthermore, a critique on intersectionality is its
complexity as well as its ambiguity: what differences and background characteristics are or should be
given recognition to (Carastathis, 2014)? Indeed, this is difficult. This research tried to overcome this
by finding what the women in the research themselves (implicitly) brought forward in the interviews.
Thus, moments in which the interviewee mentions a specific characteristic linked to an experience are
crucial to identify (Lutz, 2015).

Disaster management cycle
The disaster management cycle is generally used to describe the activities, pre-, post-, and during
disaster (Khan et al., 2008). Within this research it was not so much used to analyse these activities,
but rather to create an understanding about when and what type of activities existed and if and how
gender was included, in relation to the experiences of the women in this research. Gender was not so
much included in much of the activities or preparation phase of the disaster. Mostly because the
disaster preparation mentality was lacking and because men and women were thought to be equally
impacted. Within this research the pre-disaster phase, in which mitigation and risk assessment
strategies take place, is a useful starting point to integrate gender, more specifically gender
mainstreaming. Moreover, the top-down approach integral in this model was also apparent in a
majority of Sint Maarten‟s disaster management practices. This research provided findings that a
bottom-up approach would be beneficial for Sint Maarten‟s disaster management, and adds to critique
that e.g. Lewis (2012) poses on this model. Furthermore, after Hurricane Irma, Hurricane Maria made
landfall on Sint Maarten a few weeks later. This is in line with a further critique on the model as it does
not take account of complex emergencies such as the latter. However, it did not come forward during
the interviews that the second hurricane (it was less heavy than Irma) posed challenges throughout
the disaster management cycle.

Overall reflection
The usage of the theoretical framework provided handles on how to approach the research. In
retrospect the research could have benefitted from a more focused theoretical framework, even
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though this was perceived as difficult, because little to no information was available on the domain of
gender and disaster in this specific case of Hurricane Irma in Sint Maarten.

6.4 Limitations and strengths
This research was undertaken from an interpretivist/constructivist paradigm, to understand the female
experience of, in this case Hurricane Irma. There are a few limitations that this approach brings. First,
the resilience of women is self-attributed, but does not prove how resilient they really are in their
actions. That does not mean their self-attributed resilience is insignificant, because it still contributes to
the differential resilience that exists, which could be integrated in disaster policy. Furthermore, within
this research the researcher is responsible for the interpretation of the experiences brought forward by
the women. Even though the researcher aimed at understanding the told experiences from different
perspectives (and not just her own) - to objectively understand the place of intersectionality in the
experience- there is a chance that the researcher‟s own worldview persists in the interpretation of the
experiences. It remains challenging to interpret the experiences of the women as well as the context in
which these are embedded in, when the researcher is not completely immersed (e.g. by living there
long-term) in the study area.

Furthermore, this research aimed at including a demographically diverse group of women, but the
women included are not the only „types‟ of women out there in Sint Maarten. Besides that, it is
possible that there are women out there in a worse situation, but are not so much in the forefront of
society and therefor difficult to reach to be included in this type of research. Moreover, even though
the researcher tried to reduce it as much as possible, a chance of a bias in the women‟s answers
exists because the researcher was received support from the government (while the research
remained independent from the government) and not all women thought highly of the government.

Although the specific experiences and stories of the women in this research cannot be generalized,
this research did illustrate that mostly social contacts and financial stability shape experiences of
women in disaster in Sint Maarten. Furthermore it could be said that these are embedded in the larger
gender dynamics (even though these are not always recognized by some women) as well as the
disaster management practices. A further strength of this research is that it added to the gap of
information regarding the contextual information of gendered power relations and the disaster
management practices. The literature about gender relations in Sint Maarten is about ten to twenty
years old, and this research displayed that within these ten to twenty years shifts took place in the
direction of gender equality, even though there are still strives to be made. The little information known
about the disaster management practices and gender was also further explored within this research
and brings implications for recommendations. The findings specific to this research are useful as a
basis to integrate into Sint Maarten disaster management practices and policy making. Especially with
climate change, in which disasters will be more regular and stronger, integrating these types of
insights a beneficial, if not an essential, element to sustainable development.
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6.5 Further research
A main discussion point in this research is that it remained unclear whether or not women are
impacted more by the hurricane compared to men, an issue posed by the wider literature. A
comparative study can provide insights in, as well as a deeper understanding of, the needs across
gender when it comes to a hurricane, and the implications that those findings have for disaster policy.
Furthermore, even though a qualitative research provides a deep understanding of certain issues, a
mixed methods research could provide more insights at a larger, e.g. community or societal, scale. A
quantitative research could for example dive into the different outcomes of health after a disaster
across gender.

Another recommendation for further research is a more in depth understanding of the ways is which
financial and social capital benefits women‟s experience of a disaster in Sint Maarten as this could
also inform disaster policy. It could build on this current research as well as on existing literature e.g.
by Ganapati (2012) who researched why social capital matters for women in Turkey in the context of a
disaster.
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7. Conclusion
Women report a great extent of agency in dealing with their challenges which indicates that women
should not be seen as helpless victims but as resourceful agents. Overall, women manage well in the
face and consequences of a disaster and do not perceive themselves as vulnerable. There are
nuances here and there as to how women experienced the hurricane which was mainly mediated by
the access to resources through financial and social capital. These two factors were regarded by the
woman as important when preparing for the hurricane, as well as dealing with the effects of the
hurricane afterwards. A marginalised experience in terms of the intersection of gender and race
(except when undocumented) was not so apparent. What seems more common is that women in a
(already) marginalised position faced more challenges in terms of resilience as they had more
difficulties to find a sense of normalcy again, compared women with more access to resources. The
wider context, such as the arbitrary aid given by NGOs and the government as well as the bigger
gendered power relations (although sometimes implicit), is what furthermore diversifies experiences.
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8. Recommendations
This research would like to finish with providing some recommendations that could be useful keep in
mind during preparations of Sint Maarten‟s disaster management practices.


Gender mainstreaming: This research strongly recommends including a gender mainstreaming
approach within the disaster management practices of Sint Maarten as it provides a vital step
towards sustainable development of gender equality and well-being on the longer term. This
research did not study the different needs of men and women, which should therefore be studied.
A deeper layer should then be added in which generalizations about men and women are
nuanced, because the needs and experiences of people deviate depending on background
characteristics as this research implicated. There are multiple gender mainstreaming tools
available that e.g. provide a checklist.



Equitable approach: Hurricane Irma gave a shock to the system of Sint Maarten‟s disaster
mentality. The disaster coordinator said that they want to do a more precise census to know who
are where in the communities. Within the preparedness it would be beneficial to work bottom-up
with communities and people to understand the diverse needs when it comes to a hurricane, to
create an equitable approach. Sint Maarten has several community desks which could be used as
a place to gather grassroots information, e.g. by holding focus groups.



Inclusive approach: An inclusive approach is recommended in which all people in Sint Maarten
are considered. This might pose some challenges regarding the undocumented people in Sint
Maarten, as it is a sensitive topic. Including all parties of the disaster management practices
(NGOs and the government) could create a strategy for this particular group.



Building on grassroots involvement: The narrative of beneficiaries who are termed as
vulnerable could be revised because this research showed that these people do not consider
themselves to be vulnerable. A shift of focus could be implemented in which narrative focuses on
the actual needs and strengths by involving the local communities in policy making.
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10. Appendices
Appendix 1 Respondent characteristics and geographic locations
Table 3. Respondent characteristics (*= Researcher’s guess when unclear answer by respondent, or
adjusted when all respondents get compared; x = unknown)
Respondent group women
Name

Ag
e

Nationality

Class
(subjective
low, high,
middle)
Middle
class

Employmen
t/
profession

Educatio
n

Marital
status /
relation

Household
structure

Househol
d head

Children

Religi
-ous

1

Anna

45

Dutch - Sint
Maarten

2

Janice

52

3

Clara

42

4

Michell
e

75

5

Sarah

6

Additional
characteristi
c factors or
situation

Employed

Bachelor

Partner

Shared

One

Yes

Suriname

Low/Middl
e class*

Employed

Yes

Married

Lives with
partner
and son
Lives with
husband

Shared

None

Yes

Half
French/Half
Dutch - Sint
Maarten
Curacao

Middle
class

Employed

Bachelor

Partner

Lives with
partner
and son

Shared

One

Yes

Middle
class*

Retired

x

Widowe
d

x

One
(adult)

x

Damaged
house is
being
repaired

38

Dominican
Republic

Low class

No

Single

Herself

Disabled

26

French Saint Martin

Low class*

Yes
(school)

Married

Lives with
husband
and three
children

Husband

Three
(Younges
t is
seven)
Three
(younges
t is a
baby)

Yes

Jacklyn

Unemploye
d (due to
physical
condition)
Unemploye
d (due to
hurricane)

Temporaril
y at
friend’s
house.
Normally
with her
daughter
and
daughter’s
son
Lives by
herself

No

7

Maria

24

Dutch - Sint
Maarten

Low class

Unemploye
d (due to
hurricane)

Yes
(school)

Boyfrien
d

X

None

Yes

8

Lindsy

73

Curacao

Low class

Retired

X

Married

x

Five
(adults)

x

Husband is
very ill and
house got
damaged
during Irma

9

Alexia

32

St Kitts

Low class

Unemploye
d

No

Single

Separated

Two
(younges
t is about
2)

No

10

Daniell
e

48

Guyana

Low class*

Unemploye
d (due to
physical
condition)

Yes (high
school)

Married

Lives at a
friend’s
house with
her
boyfriend
Herself and
grandson
(husband
lives at
child’s
house)
Herself,
father of
her baby
(baby lives
at father’s
parents,
older
daughter
lives in St
Kitts)
Lives with
husband
and
daughter

House got
badly
damaged
during Irma
but got
repaired
Lost her
house

Husband

Three
(adult)

x

11

Gabriel
le

68

Bonaire

Middle
class*

Retired

Yes
(bachelor
)

Single

Herself

Herself

One
(adult)

x

12

Amy

21

Sint Maarten

Low/middl
e class8

Employed

Yes
(Bachelor
)

Boyfrien
d

Now lives
with her
boyfriend
(lived at
her mother
during

Shared

None

No

Pregnant
during Irma
(born one
month after
Irma), lived
at a shelter
after Irma
with her
baby (6/7
months)
Lost house
during Irma,
got rebuild
with
crowdfund
money and
disabled
House got
damaged
but was
livable
Mother’s
house got
damaged,
had to live
with other
family.

Lost house
during Irma,
lives in a
new house

81

13

Rose

62

Bonaire

Low class

Unemploye
d due to
physical
condition

Yes

X

14

Moniq
ue

26

Sint Maarten

Low class

Employed

No

Married

15

Lisa

57

Middle/hig
h class

Employed

Yes

Married

16

Kiara

32

Dutch
(Netherlands
)
Sint Maarten

Low class

Employed

x

Engaged

Irma)
Lives with
her son

Lives at
mother’s
house with
mother,
husband
and
daughter
Lives with
her
husband
Lives at
shelter
with her
four
children

Herself

Four
(adult)

No

Disabled due
to
chickenguny
a disease,
was in
shelter after
hurricane for
about a
month
Lost her
house

Shared

One
(baby)

No

X

Two
(adult)

X

House got
damaged

X

Four
(younges
t is a
baby)

Yes

Lost her
house, lives
in a shelter

Respondent group NGOs and governmental
17

NGO or governmental
(institution)
Governmental

18
19
20
21
22

Governmental institution
NGO
NGO
NGO
Governmental

23

Governmental institution

24
25

NGO
Governmental

26

Governmental

Task

Involved in which disaster phase

Male or female

Disaster policy
advisor
Managing a shelter
Head of mission
Programme manager
Director
Disaster coordinator

Pre-disaster, emergency response, post
disaster
Post-disaster
Emergency response, post-disaster
Emergency response, post-disaster
Emergency response, post-disaster
Pre-disaster, emergency response, postdisaster
Post-disaster

Male

Emergency response
Emergency response, post-disaster

Female
Male

Not involved disaster

Female

Activity manage
home repair
programme
Medical advisor
Policy execution
officer crisis care
Policy advisor human
rights, poverty, and
sexual well-being

Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

Figure 11. Geographic locations where the women were during Hurricane Irma
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Appendix 2 Interview guides
Interview guide women
Introduction
-

Introducing ourselves

-

Explaining the research

-

Consent form

Respondent information
Age:
Ethnicity:
Class (low, middle, high):
Education:
Employment status:
Profession:
Marital status:
Household structure:
Household head:
How many children:
Geographical location:
Religion:
Theme 1: Gendered power relations in Sint Maarten
What in your opinion is the typical family household in Sint Maarten?
What are the roles of the family members in the household?
Who is most responsible for taking care of the children?
Who is most responsible for financial decisions and other major decisions in the household?
How would you describe the relations between men and women in Sint Maarten?
What types of women discrimination can be found on the island?
Have you experienced inequalities? If yes when and what types?
Does Sint Maarten’s culture play a role for how power between men and women is constructed?
How does the government help with equality among men and women on the island?
During Hurricane Irma and after, what were the division of roles in the household? Did things change compared to
how that was before?
How were you helped by the government or by NGOs during and after the hurricane?
What did you think could go better regarding the help you received in this disaster?
Did you experience discrimination for being a women? If yes, by whom and when does this happen?
Theme 2: Intersecting factors that shape resilience, vulnerability and agency
For this interview I want to ask you if you could go back to the day and period of Hurricane Irma in 2017 and the challenges
you faced and have overcome.
What were you doing on the day of the hurricane? What happened to you?
Did you expect this to happen to you?
What were the damages (e.g. house, injuries)?
How did the location of your home impact the consequences of the disaster for you?
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What were the challenges you experienced as a (fill in characteristics) and being a woman during this hurricane? How
was this in the recovery phase?
Do you think that certain characteristics of yourself (being X or X) increased or reduced the impact of the disaster on
your livelihood and wellbeing? How?
Did you feel vulnerable as a woman (with XX characteristics) just before the hurricane hit, during and afterwards?
-

Why did or didn’t you feel vulnerable?

-

What made you feel less or more vulnerable?

-

Did you feel more or less vulnerable being a XX woman?

How did you experience the access to resources such as water and food and shelter? Did you feel as if you were
helped differently due to you being a XX woman?
Did you need to take up a bigger role for childcare than your husband/partner during and after the hurricane?
Did you feel as if you were able to make free decisions with regards to how you handled the disaster, as well as during
the recovery phase?
How did you pick up your life again after the disaster? How did you reduce the impact Hurricane Irma on your
livelihood?
Were you able to continue your job?
What changed the most for you?
-

Personally

-

Socially

-

Economically

How would you consider your health and wellbeing before and after the hurricane?
Theme 3: Disaster management
How do you look back at Hurricane Irma?
Did the disaster relief and recovery play a big role in how you experienced the disaster?
From whom did you receive most help?
-

What kind of help did you receive?

Do you think the disaster management had equal help for men and women?
-

At which moments did you notice this?

What would you want to see differently with regards to the management of the Hurricane Irma?
How did you experience the help you received?
Finalisation
-

These were my questions, is there anything you would like to add?

-

Is there anything that was unclear to you in the interview or my explanation?

-

Do you have any questions for me?
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Interview guide NGOs/governmental
Introduction
-

Introducing ourselves

-

Explaining the interview

-

Consent form

Theme 1: Gendered power relations in Sint Maarten
What in your opinion does a typical family household in Sint Maarten look like?
What are the roles of the family members in the household?
Who is most responsible for taking care of the children?
Who is most responsible for financial decisions and other major decisions in a typical Sint Maarten
household?
How would you describe the relations between men and women in Sint Maarten?
Are there social, political, and/or economic inequalities for women?
Are there forms of discrimination of people on Sint Maarten?
-

When does this happen?

-

To whom does this happen?

What role does culture play in Sint Maarten with regards to power relations?
Is there anything being done to increase gender equality on Sint Maarten? If yes, what?
What are the typical roles of men and women in disaster?
Did the hurricane change anything with regards to social relations among people?
-

How?

Theme 2: Intersecting factors that shape resilience, vulnerability and agency
Who do you perceive as vulnerable during a disaster?
Do you think men and women are threatened differently when it comes to disasters?
Do you think different women in Sint Maarten (think of different ethnicities, social-economic status and so
on) experienced Hurricane Irma differently?
-

If yes, why and how?

-

If no, why?

Do you have examples?
Are women vulnerable in your opinion in the context of disaster?
-

What makes people vulnerable in your opinion?

-

Are there certain factors or characteristics that increases or decreases their vulnerability?

How do you think women are resilient in the context of disaster?
-

Are there certain factors or characteristics that increases or decreases their resilience?

Do you think women are able to act independently and make their own free decisions in the context of a
disaster?
-

Why and how?

Theme 3: Disaster management
Pre disaster

Do you think a disaster impacts men and women differently?
What do you think about gender-mainstreaming in disaster management? (taking men’s and women’s
needs into account)
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Do you use certain tools to integrate a gender perspective into the disaster risk reduction planning?
Does, e.g. the Worldbank who provides funds, have a guideline to include gender in disaster planning?
Were actions undertaken to reduce the risks faced by women and vulnerable groups prioritized in disaster
preparedness and response plans?
-

If yes how, if no why not?

Were women’s and men’s perceptions of risk considered separately?
-

If yes how, if no why not?

Were women and men equally involved in the planning for preparation of Hurricane Irma?
-

If yes how, if no why not?

Is participation of women encouraged in activities before the hurricane strikes?
Emergency

What did your NGO/institution do in the relief phase?

response
What were immediate interventions?
Did you see different needs for men and women?
-

If yes, what and for whom?

Did you take the different needs of men and women in to account during the relief?
-

If yes how, if no why not?

How did you organise the division of resources such as food and water?
Violence towards women is an issue that often occurs after a disaster, did you prepare for this? And did you
see an increase in violence?
Post disaster

If yes how?

What did your organisation do during the rehabilitation and reconstruction phase of hurricane Irma?
What and who were your focus points?
Did you differentiate activities for different people?
-

If yes how? If no why?

Did you see different needs for men and women in this phase?
-

If yes what, and how did you deal with this?

How were women in particular included in this phase?
Finalisation
-

These were my questions, is there anything you would like to add?

-

Is there anything that was unclear to you in the interview or my explanation?

-

Do you have any questions for me?
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Appendix 3 Consent forms
Consent form women
Dear participant,
My name is Nina Bos, I am a master student at Wageningen University and Research. With the help of my supervisors from the
university I am conducting a research about Hurricane Irma which aims to get more insight in how different women (different as in for
example age and ethnicity) experienced Hurricane Irma and how it impacted their well-being, and how the disaster management
practices dealt with this. You are here because you are willing to have an interview with me about this. But before we start, please read
the specifics about the interview below.
In this interview you will be asked about your personal experiences of the disaster and the disaster management practices. There are no
wrong answers because it concerns your own personal experiences. It is important for both of us to have a sense of trust, openness and
equality during the interview. The broad topics I would like to talk about are:
-

division of roles in society in normal times and times of disaster between men and women
your personal experiences, such as how the disaster impacted your life and how you coped with it as the person that you are
your experience in the disaster management practices, right before, during and after the hurricane

This research does not make promises regarding changing a personal situation, or structural changes in the field of Sint Maarten’s
disaster management. It is not part of a home recovery. This research hopes to add to the global understanding of women’s experiences
of disaster, for which interviews like these are valuable.
The interview is expected to last around 60 minutes, and with your permission will be recorded. The recorded interview will be
transcribed in order to analyse the information you supply. The transcription of the interview will be kept in strict confidence, with only
me, the researcher, having access to it. After analysis, the recording will be permanently erased. Your name will be changed to a
pseudonym, to ensure anonymity. You are free to withdraw from the interview at any moment in time, and you are not obliged to
answer questions if you do not want to.
Please sign below if you agree to participate in this interview. Thank you very much for your cooperation. If you have any further
questions you can ask them now.
Sincerely, Nina Bos
Consent form – participation in this interview about personal of Hurricane Irma
-

I read the information about participating in this interview and had enough time to read the information and ask questions,
which were answered satisfactory.
I am aware that participating in this interview is voluntary and I can stop at any moment in time, for which I don’t need clear
reasons
I give permission to record this interview and understand that anonymous citations of this interview could be used for the
research
If I have any further question I can e-mail nina.bos@wur.nl

I hereby declare I want to participate in this research:
Participant name:

Researcher name:

Date:

Date:

Signature:

Signature:
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Consent form NGOs/governmental
Dear participant,
My name is Nina Bos, I am a master student at Wageningen University and Research. With the help of my supervisors from the
university I am conducting a research about Hurricane Irma which aims to get more insight in how the disaster management practices
dealt with differences between different men and women in society, as well as illuminating personal experiences of Hurricane Irma and
how it impacted well-being. You are here because you are willing to have an interview with me about this. But before we start, please
read the specifics about the interview below.
In this interview you will be asked about your knowledge and experiences of the disaster management practices with regards to
Hurricane Irma. There are no wrong answers. It is important for both of us to have a sense of trust, openness and equality during the
interview. The topics I would like to talk about are:
-

Division of roles in society in normal times and times of disaster between men and women
How and if the different groups of people in Sint Maarten’s society were included in the disaster management practices in
different phases
Different impacts of the disaster on different groups of people

This research does not make promises regarding changing a personal situation, or structural changes in the field of Sint Maarten’s
disaster management practices. This research hopes to add to the global understanding of experiences and management in disaster, for
which interviews like these are necessary to clarify experiences and knowledge.
The interview is expected to last around 60 minutes, and with your permission will be recorded. The recorded interview will be
transcribed in order to analyse the information you supply. The transcription of the interview will be kept in strict confidence, with only
me, the researcher, having access to it. After analysis, the recording will be permanently erased. You are free to withdraw from the
interview at any moment in time, and you are not obliged to answer questions if you do not want to.
Please sign below if you agree to participate in this interview. Thank you very much for your cooperation. If you have any further
questions you can ask them now.
Sincerely, Nina Bos
Consent form – participation in this interview about experiences of Hurricane Irma
-

I read the information about participating in this interview and had enough time to read the information and ask questions,
which were answered satisfactory.
I am aware that participating in this interview is voluntary and I can stop at any moment in time, for which I don’t need clear
reasons.
I give permission to record this interview and understand that anonymous citations of this interview could be used for the
research.
If I have any further question I can e-mail nina.bos@wur.nl

I hereby declare I want to participate in this research:
Participant name:

Researcher name:

Date:

Date:

Signature:

Signature:
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Appendix 4 Ethical approval of research
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